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From the editor
Jennifer Smith

Normally, I rack my brains (see page 50)
for an editorial topic as Forwords publication date looms. But this time, I have two
topics I want to cover, so I’m going to
indulge myself and write two editorials.
Firstly, and most importantly:
Last month, Glenda Foster announced
she had relinquished her roles as Forwords
layout editor and distributor. And so ends
an 18-year era.
Glenda’s first issue was in June 1993
(No. 31), and her last issue was Autumn 2011
(No. 102) — so that adds up to 72 issues and
18 full years of sterling service.
In that time, the number of pages has
grown from 32 to 48 or 52 (with one
bumper 56 page edition). While it seems
scarcely adequate for me to use just part
of one page to acknowledge so much
hard work, I’m glad that Glenda’s 2,968
readable, attractive, interesting and immaculately presented pages will stand forever
as testament to her skill and dedication to
the Scrabble movement in New Zealand.
I know I speak for previous editors, Jeff
Grant and Lynne Butler, as well, when I say
thank you for your efforts and your time.
For myself, it’s been a pleasure working
with you, Glenda. Thank you for your understanding and teamwork, not to mention
your layout flair. I have appreciated your
willingness to tackle difficult and time-consuming layout tasks, and particularly your
placidness when I’ve made last minute,
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sometimes major, changes or additions.
Thanks for never once giving me the
impression that I’m being a pain!
I now look forward to working with
out new Forwords layout editor, Vicky
Robertson, who will bring her own artistic
talents and experience to the job. (From
Lord of the Rings to ‘Lord of the Board’,
Vicky?).
Thanks, too, to Lynn Wood, who has
taken over the job of distributing Forwords
each time.
Secondly:
I’m normally a positive, optimistic
person, but I became a cynic overnight
several weeks ago, when I listened to a
programme on National Radio about
artificial sweeteners.
Apparently, nobody was looking for an
artificial sweetener — it was discovered by
accident. But once it was discovered, food
manufacturers saw an opportunity — not to
help dieters and obese people, but simply to
sell more product. If a food is less fattening
than before, people can eat more of it, so
manufacturers can sell more, and [sound
effect: cash register ping!] increase their
profits.
As an awakened cynic, I’ve been looking
at the upcoming new Scrabble word list in a
different light.
I’m sure the franchise dictionary
publishers have some noble mission statements re the recording of words in use, but



from the editor
...continued

I bet they also have, really high up on their
key objectives, a commitment to selling
more product.
Since the last time the dictionary
changed, in 2007, I have bought two word
lists (two, because I remembered how
quickly the previous one fell to bits), one
hugely expensive dictionary, and one study
book. When a new dictionary is introduced,
I’ll have to scrap those books and buy more
— and, thus, the franchise holders will sell
more product.
It’s no use just having a few changes,
because then I could manually update
the existing books. The new list has 2023
new words, just enough to make a manual
update impractical.
To develop the “sell more product”
theory further, some of the new words, as
well as some of the deleted words, need to
be controversial to get media and Scrabble
players fired up. Headlines and controversy
give the franchise holders plenty of free
advertising — and lo! — that helps them to
sell more product!
You may remember that this is precisely
what happened last time. Remember the
brouhaha over the introduction of JA and
ZA, for example?
Who’s going to kick up a fuss if useless
words are deleted? No, they have to be
noteworthy deletions. No one has been
worried about SPAGERICS and TEDESCHE
being deleted this time (like we knew they
even existed!).


So, this time, we get some new controversials* like GRRL and INNIT, and some
controversial deletions, like JANDAL and
CARPARK.
Despite the conscientious contributions
of our WESPA Dictionary Committee and
other dedicated Scrabble players, the
dictionary has not been developed for
Scrabble players; it has been developed as
a product for the franchise holders to sell
to Scrabble players — a subtle difference.
So, folks, forget about making logical
arguments for the retention or exclusion of
words. The word list is set in concrete now
— warts and all, if you’ll forgive the mixed
metaphor. So save your breath and start
saving your dollars to buy the new publications we’ll need.
I’ve just had a brilliant, even more
cynical, idea. If the Scrabble board were
to be changed, we’d all have to buy a new
board. Now, that could be a serious profitgenerating move!
Enough! Putting my cynicism aside,
and reverting to my normal positive self,
I remember how much fun it was to have
some new words last time. Let’s just enjoy
the new opportunities. It’ll be nice not to
have to use a precious S to hook onto QI.
Instead, we can get rid of a boring and
innocuous N.
I think JANDAL is a cheap price to pay for
QIN. Like Glenda Foster, I’ve never liked the
uncomfortable little slapper, anyway. And the
word itself gave me trouble in one tournament. I bet Peter Jones is having a chuckle
right now as he remembers the game
where my opening move was JANDELS*,
and my next attempt JANDLES*!
[See page 12 for a selection of
comments about the new word list.]
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From our new president
Val Mills
The president’s report will be short this
time as I have only been president for
a short period of time and there is not
much to report on!
I think that all who were at the
Nationals will agree that it was a great
tournament, albeit a sad one. Our hearts
go out to the Lister family and it will be
hard not to be reminded of Ros at future
National Tournaments. The fact that Paul
was present for as long as he was able was
amazing — thank you. None of us know the
effort you made to be there, Paul, and we
appreciate it, especially your being able to
chair the AGM. It’s funny how things work
out ... Glenda leaving the memory stick at
home, meant we had the AGM early, Paul
was able to chair it, whereas if all had
gone according to plan, he would not have
been there to chair it at the end of play
that day.
I realise that there will be Scrabblers
out there who do not know who I am and
who have not met me. I will try to attend as
many tournaments as I can, over the next
year, so that I am able to meet as many of
you as possible. However, I’m not starting
out too well with that plan, as already I am
not able to go the to Whangarei tourney.
Sorry, but it was a toss up of being there or
being in France ... France won!
Briefly, I am a 55-year-old property
lawyer. I have four adult children, two of
whom thankfully now live in Auckland.
Unfortunately, my only granddaughter
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Josephine lives in Venus Bay, Victoria,
Australia.
I joined the Pakuranga Scrabble Club in
1990 (I think) after seeing an ad in the local
Courier. My German grandmother had taught
me to play when we were living with her
in Adelaide when I was 10. Oh to be able to
play the word “va” as she used to let me do!!
Since then, my mother was the only person
who would have the odd game with me, so I
was absolutely delighted to discover another
group of people just as crazy about the game
as I was. Little did I know what I was letting
myself in for — club, tourneys, wordlists,
internet Scrabble, Scrabble gear, but best of
all the Scrabble family.
The thing I love the most about Scrabble
is the people I have met (and I want to thank
you all for being in my life now), and the
support and friendship given to me over the
years. It’s my privilege to be the President of
the Association and I will give it my best shot.
Happy scrabbling.

Looking for a bonus
At the end of a game at the Nationals,
a Scrabbler rushed to her books to find out
if she had had a bonus with the letters
SUBNOES.
“I’m sure I had a bonus there somewhere,” she said.
Much to her amusement (and embarrassment), she found she had had more
than one bonus. What did she have?
(If you need the answer, it’s on page 42.)


Roslyn Lister
Shirley Hol, Christchurch

The Christchurch Scrabble Club is
saddened by the death of a valued club
member, Roslyn (Ros Lister). We regret
deeply that she was only 51 years old
when she died. Ros bravely battled
cancer over five years.
In the early hours of the Sunday
morning when Ros died I woke thinking
about her. Three things floated into my
mind; her goodness, wholesomeness, and
how ethical she was. Later, I thought of her
loving caring and giving nature. Not only
towards people but towards animals. This
love permeated through the whole family.
The Lister home is always one of welcome
and hospitality. They frequently boarded
other people’s pet dogs, birds, etc and,
indeed, have a number of pet birds (love
birds, of course) themselves.
When the birds started a family the baby
birds needed to be fed every two to three
hours with a pipette. Patrick and Dominic,
the Listers’ two sons, took this duty over
including during the night.
Ros joined the Scrabble Club in 1998
and was always involved with earlier fund
raising activities such as garage sales,
sausage sizzles and Scrabble demonstrations in libraries, malls, etc.
It was not long before the whole family
was playing Scrabble and entering tournaments. A beautiful sight! At first Ros’s
attitude towards the game was “if you can’t
beat them, join them”, but later she was
able to stifle some of her niceness, and


before she died had been playing really
good competitive Scrabble and loving it.
Ros organised the Wednesday afternoon
Scrabble group for a time and was very
patient and helpful instructing new players,
and very popular with them. She was also
the Club hostess and ran things in the
kitchen. We were all starting to expand
dangerously when she would bring along
to the Club on Friday night delicious
suppers of food given by her Vietnamese
friends who had a restaurant near where
she worked. She taught the children of the
restaurant owners how to play Scrabble.
Ros loved walking and was like a
mountain goat up and down the hills in
Christchurch.
She worked as a teller in a bank before
her marriage to Paul and later worked with
Paul doing office work.
Her positive attitude to life was inspiring. When she was going through some
difficult patch and was asked how she
was, her reply was, “Hey look mate, we’re
getting there.”
Ros Lister is the most selfless person I
know. Her bright presence and smile will be
greatly missed by us all.
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From the AGM, June
New Life member
At the AGM in June, the committee
nominated Joan Thomas for life membership for her work
as treasurer for
11 years for the
NZASP. Joan was
presented with
a Life Member
badge.
Congratulations,
Joan!

New leaders
Our new leaders, Val Mills, President and
Ruth Groffman, Vice-President, were
elected at the 2011 AGM.
Both have a long record of service to
New Zealand Scrabble. Val (left), from the
Pakuranga Club, has been Vice-President
to Paul Lister, while Ruth, from the Dunedin
Club, is well-known for her work with
junior players in Dunedin and throughout
New Zealand.

Masters and Nationals 2012
The 2012 Masters Tournament will
be hosted by Wanganui, and the 2012 
Nationals will be held in Auckland.

From the Management
Meeting, June
•

•

•

World Scrabble Champs.
The WSC will be held in Warsaw, Poland
in October. We would like Clubs to think
about some fundraising or contributions for the team expenses.
Wespa Membership
NZASP will continue to belong to
WESPA.
New Word List
A new Collins word list has been published, and it seems that most countries
will be adopting this at the beginning of
next year. A special general meeting in
conjunction with the Mt Albert tournament (in October) will be held to amend
the constitution to adopt the new word
list from January 2012.
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Reorganisation of duties
Glenda Foster is no longer the Forwords
layout editor and distributor and ratings
officer.
Jennifer Smith continues as Editor of
Forwords, but Vicky Robertson is the new
Forwords layout editor and Lynn Wood is
now the distributor. This means that you
should contact Jennifer on matters concerning the magazine content, and Lynn
if you have a distribution query. Contact
details are on the back page of Forwords.
Steven Brown has now taken over as
ratings officer from Glenda.
Glenda will remain as the web master
for NZASP, and will continue to assist clubs
that want help with tournament draws and
scoring spreadsheets.


2011 National Champs
Glenda Foster, Wellington

The National Champs got under way
in Wellington on Saturday 4 June with
80 players, including ten-year-old Alex
Leckie-Zaharic who will be the first player
from New Zealand to enter the Youth
World Championship later in the year.
Alex’s mum ran a fund-raising stall selling
Scrabble wares which were very popular.
There was a delayed start due to my
forgetfulness — I left my memory stick at
home and therefore could not print the
draw or set up the scoring. Fortunately, my
daughter was able to go to my place and
email the files I needed. In the meantime
it was decided to hold the Annual General
Meeting early. This turned out to be a
blessing in disguise for President Paul
Lister, as he was able to leave early to be
with Roslyn and his family.

Day 1
In the A Grade at the end of the day
there were four players on five wins — in
order of spread, Blue Thorogood, Howard
Warner, Joanne Craig and Peter Sinton.
In B Grade Olivia Godfrey won all seven
games to top the leaderboard. Lynn Wood
was in second place on six wins. Four players
were on five wins, headed by Helen Sillis.
In C Grade Scott Chaput won the first
six games and then drew with Lyn Toka to
finish the day on 6.5 wins. There were four
players on five wins — Peter Johnstone,
Shirley Martin, Shirley Hol and Mary Gray.
In D grade Malcolm Graham lost only


Val and Ruth present the Georgie Award to
10-year-old Alex Leckie-Zaharic

one game to take the early lead. Andree
Prentice, Betty Erikson and Roto Mitchell
were in 2nd to 4th place on five wins
apiece.
In E grade there were four players
on five wins — Sheila Reed, Alex LeckieZaharic, Judith Thomas and Judy Driscoll.

Day 2
In the morning players learned that
Roslyn Lister had passed away in the
night. We paid our respects by observing a
minute’s silence.
By lunch time the A Grade was sorting
itself out. Howard was top of the field on
nine wins, Joanne was still in contention on
eight wins, while Peter, Glennis Hale, Mike
Sigley and Glenda Foster were on seven.
In B Grade Olivia was leading on nine wins,
with Helen, Glenyss Buchanan, Lynn and
Anderina McLean all on eight wins. In C
Grade Scott retained a healthy lead on
8.5 wins, with Peter and both Shirleys on
seven. In D Grade Betty had climbed to the
top on nine wins, followed by Malcolm on
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eight and Andree and Roto on seven. In E
grade three players were on 9 wins — Sheila,
Judith and Judy Driscoll.
Going into the final game in A Grade,
Howard was in an almost unassailable
position on 11 wins and a spread of 856.
Glennis was on 10 wins in second place.
Blue, Joanne and Peter were all in contention for second place if Glennis was to lose
the final game. In the end Howard won
the final game to take his 5th Nationals
title. Surprisingly, Glennis, Blue, Joanne
and Peter all lost their last game, leaving
Glennis in second place and Blue third.
In Grade B Olivia was also virtually
assured of the win with 11 wins and a spread
of 1216. Helen and Glenyss were vying for
second and third spots, while Lynn Wood
stood a chance of stealing a place should
Helen or Glenyss lose the last game. Olivia
lost the last game but had sufficient spread
points to hold off Helen who beat Glenyss.
Helen’s win let Lynn into third place on
spread.
In Grade C Scott was assured of victory
with 11.5 wins Mary, Rosalind Phillips and
Shirley Hol were battling for the minor
places. Scott lost the final game but won
the grade, while Mary and Rosalind retained
second and third places.
In Grade D Betty was in a winning
position on 11 wins and a spread of 496.
Roto, Marian, Carolyn Kyle and Andree were
all in contention for a place. Betty won the
last game, while Roto lost by one point,
letting Marian into second place.
In Grade E Sheila was in an unassailable
position on 12 wins and a spread of 1131.
Judith, Nola and Annette Coombes were in
second to fourth place. Sheila lost to Judith
but retained first place on spread, while
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Nola had a two-point win to keep third
place.

Prize-giving
The prize-giving dinner was held at The
Pines. The Team Trophy was taken by the
Wellington Club — Sheila, Olivia and Nola.
The Georgie Award was presented to Alex
in recognition of his huge rating gain in E
Grade — he finished in sixth place on eight
wins. The Eileen McLean Memorial Trophy
was presented to Lynn Wood who played
the most tournament games (151) since the
last Nationals.
The high word of the tournament was
shared by Peter Sinton (RAGTIMES) and
Peter Johnstone (TRIUMPHS) for 149.
The highest individual game was Glenyss
Buchanan’s 586.
Players complimented the executive
committee for a well-run tournament with
excellent catering. A number of players
also expressed the opinion that having the
AGM at the start of day one was a great
idea and could be considered for future
tournaments.

Lynn Wood, who has played 151 tournament
games since the last Nationals, is presented
with the Eileen McLean Memorial trophy


Brain power

Mailbox

Scrabble contest no. 103

In response to Lyn Dawson’s plea that
players make the effort to attend the
Nelson tournament, I would like to express
my great disappointment that, having
initially been pleased to see that this year
they had reverted to a summer tournament
in February, the date they chose clashed
with the Rotorua tournament.
I have played at Nelson several times in
the past, would recommend it highly, and
hope to go there again. Please, organisers,
check the timetable and endeavour to pick
a free weekend. You may then get more
than one player coming down from the
North Island.
Joan Thomas, Hastings

How many points can you score with
three consecutive three-letter plays at
the beginning of a game?
Example:
1. WAX 26 (X on centre square)
2. HOP/HA/OX 33
3. WAXING/PI 21
Total: 80 points
The winner will receive a book prize.
Send entries by mail or email to:
Jeff Grant, ‘Ardra’, 1109 Allenby St
Hastings 4122. Or: ardra@clear.net.nz
Closing date is 26 August 2011.

Solution: contest no. 102
S
N
E
E
Z
E
R

N
O
I
S
O
M
E

I
N
D
E
N
E
S

P
H
O
R
A
T
E

P
O
L
I
T
I
C

E
M
I
N
E
N
T

R
E
C
E
D
E
S

Correct grids were received from
Delcie Macbeth (Independent), Leila
Thomson (Lower Hutt), Lyn Toka (Kiwi),
Joan Thomas (Hastings) and Jethro
Snafflerod. First name out of the hat
was Leila — well done!

With the introduction of the new word
list next year, and the deletion of the
word JANDAL(S) from it, we’d like to float
the idea that NZ Scrabblers indicate our
protest by passing a resolution to allow the
use of the words JANDAL or JANDALS in
any tournaments run under the auspices
of the NZ Association of Scrabble Players.
We have discussed this idea with several
players at the Nationals, and have received
positive support for the idea. What do folks
reckon?
David Gunn, Waikato Phoenix, and
Nick Cavenagh, Hamilton

For the Scrabble collector
Here’s a Scrabble set that celebrates
fonts. Blending typography into one of the
world’s favourite board games, American
designer Andrew Capener has created
a concept Scrabble board that uses a
different font for each tile. The A-1 Scrabble
Designer Edition was born out of Capener’s
desire to “excite people about typography”.
Google his name if you wish to know more.
10
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A word (or more...)
from our members
At the Mount Albert Memorial tournament
Anderina McLean won the first spot prize
— for a word beginning with C — with the
seldom seen, obsolete word CODPIECE.
One of the Cs was a blank.
CODPIECE, a pouch once worn by men in
the front of tight hose or breeches (source,
Chambers Dictionary). The codpiece was
so named because COD was another name
for the scrotum in medieval times. It is
not clear whether the codpiece was worn
for protection in battle (as I would like to
believe ) or for flamboyant display (as my
husband asserts!)
Imagine my surprise when, on my last
turn in game 5, I had CEEIOP with a blank
on my rack, there was a floating D on the
board, and I too played CODPIECE !!!
What a coincidence that in both cases
one of the Cs was a blank.
I see from Val Flint’s list of rude
words (Autumn issue) that CODDING was
Shakespearean for lecherous — probably
also because the scrotum was called COD!
In modern language, BALLS !!!!
Joan Thomas, Hastings
Sometimes I think it’s a lot more fun not
having a good word knowledge!
I was playing Nick Cavenagh at Club, and
he played the blank, followed by AUKING.
“I’m just tossing up”, he said, “whether to
make the blank a B, C, J or W.” After a few
moments’ thought, he announced it was a C.
“Damn!” I said. “That’s the one I think is
right. I would have challenged any of the
others,” and accepted the play.
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Those of you who know your words
will be laughing already! Yes, it’s hilarious.
Turns out that CAUKING* is not a word,
and BAUKING, JAUKING and WAUKING
all are!
Peter Jones, who was playing alongside
us, said he would have played QUAKING.
(It’s always worth thinking of the Q when
you have a U with the blank.) UNAKING not
aching, is also a word with those letters.
CAULKING needs the L. BAULKING and
WAULKING are also OK.
I read once that you can either learn
lists of words, or you can learn them one
by one when your opponents play them
against you. Well, I’ve just learned some
words I’ll never forget! (And so has Nick.)
Jennifer Smith, Hamilton

New record
Howard Warner
has broken his
own long-standing
record at the
2011 New Zealand
Masters at Easter,
when he ended
up with a spread of 2428 — he set the
previous record of 2410 in 2000.
Howard says, “I reckon none of the
other Masters records are likely to be
threatened any time soon — if ever. My
aggregate was about 1000 less than
Nigel’s 11,103 (set in 1999). I only got 51
bonus words, compared to Nigel’s 61 in
1998. And the 20 wins I got this time was
equal to my most previously, whereas Jeff
and Mike have both won the event with
21 wins. However, I have now gone ahead
of Jeff with my 9th Masters win.”

11

Jandal scandal
With the announcement that the new
Scrabble list, to be introduced in 2012, will
not include the word JANDAL(S), jandalwearing New Zealanders have
been buzzing.

Assorted comments on the
new words list
[This discussion may help us to get used
to many of the new words and deletions.
Some comments have been abridged or
edited.]
I cannot understand the reasoning for
the deletion on JANDAL — I have been in
NZ for almost 40 years and I have never
seen jandal spelt with a capital J — an
exception would be at the beginning of a
sentence.
Was it a brand name? If so it is well
gone. But several other brand names in
common usage are included — where’s
the logic?
Joan Thomas, Hastings

Re: Loss of JANDAL
Glenn, my husband, says:
Just
Another
Nonsensical
Decision
Affecting
Language
Glynis Jennings, Independent
I have a particular interest in JANDAL
as it was my submissions that got the word
(along with other Kiwi terms like MARAE
and FEIJOA) into the Scrabble lexicon
in the first place. JANDAL is obviously
12

generic and has been since the 1960s. I’ve
provided ample evidence to Collins and
Chambers but have as yet received neither
a reply nor an acknowledgement.
Jeff Grant, Independent
I am old enough to recall when Jandals
were introduced in NZ and they were
definitely a brand name. Anyway, I also
hate wearing the things as the thong rubs
between my toes and the flip-flop action
makes an annoying noise as I walk. Good
riddance I say.
When I read Howard’s first post my
subject line said “outrage over loss of ‘ja...”
Now that really would have been an outrage
and it sent me scurrying to the WESPA
website to look at the deletions. Imagine my
relief when JA was not on the list!
Glenda Foster, Wellington
Well I won’t be thinging* a thong about
the loss of the word jandal!!
Liz Fagerlund, Mt Albert
I guess if they changed their minds now,
it would be seen as a flip-flop.
Steven Brown, Kapiti
I do not share in the general shockhorror reaction to the deletion of JANDAL.
I queried its validity as a generic term
when it was first introduced. A trade name
becomes a legitimate generic term when
it is commonly used to describe all similar
products regardless of brand. BIRO and
XEROX for example, meet this criterion but
I do not believe the same can be said of
JANDAL which is not used outside NZ to
describe thongs or flip-flops.
What is interesting is that everybody
has taken the bait and scampered off after
this red herring, completely oblivious
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to other, much more serious garbage
decisions that have sneaked in under the
smokescreen. I refer to the deletion of
around 20 compound words, nearly all
of them Chambers words, most of which
have been with us for decades. The most
glaring examples are CARPARK, BULLBAR,
OAKLEAF, SHOTPUT, SWEETPEA and
TIEROD, but there are several others.
I am firmly opposed to deletions that
occur simply because of a change of staff,
with a new lexicographer feeling he has to
make his mark by cancelling some of the
work of his predecessor.
Chambers have done this before. In
1995 they deleted over 700 words, a large
number of which were later reinstated,
presumably after another staff change. The
compiler of the C words alone contributed
166 deletions of which well over half were
reinstated in the next or subsequent
editions and remain with us today. To
illustrate my antipathy towards revolving
door dictionary changes, particularly with
regard to compound words, I give you the
following list of compound words which
were deleted in 1995, but later reinstated
and remain currently allowable today.
BROODMARE, CHAIRDAYS, COLDHOUSE,
COLTWOOD, CORKWING, CROPSICK,
CROSSWORT, FISHCAKE, LIGHTFAST,
MINIDRESS,SALESGIRL, SALESLADY,
STAGHORN, SUPERHET, WHITEFISH. With
this track record I think I can safely predict
that many of the current deletions are
only temporary and will reappear in later
editions.
When surfing through the new initiation
kit I spotted ERHU, a word that for the
last 15 years I have been saying should be
allowable as I actually saw a busker playing
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one on Circular Quay when at the first
Trans-Tasman in 1996.
Also I see that XRAY is to be allowed
on the grounds that it is the international phonetic code for the letter X.
Does this mean that JULIET (letter J) and
NOVEMBER (letter N) will also be allowed?
I don’t have a problem with them if that
is the case but try explaining to new
members why they can play NOVEMBER
but no other months apart from MAY,
MARCH and AUGUST.
Now I must go back through the looking
glass to the real world where CARPARK
and TIEROD are words and RONZ and
GRRL aren’t.
Jethro Snafflerod
... Slang words have always been
acceptable in Scrabble, because slang
words are included in the standard dictionaries used to compile its word sources. And
this might be the greatest misconception
about Scrabble — that the game subjectively, or even arbitrarily, decides which words
to include and which to exclude. In fact,
The Official Scrabble Players Dictionary
was created from words found in at least
one of five standard college dictionaries in
print at the time ... The language evolves,
lexicographers take note, dictionaries are
updated, Scrabble follows.
Stefan Fatsis, USA
(author of Word Freak)
“THAT’S definitely a word, innit?” could
soon be the cry of many a Scrabble player
battling their way to victory.
New slang terms, including INNIT,
THANG and GRRL, have been added to the
official list of words that can be used in the
popular board game.
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...Jandal scandal continued
And while international players will
welcome the addition of 3,000 extra
words to the list, traditionalists may be left
dropping their tile rack in horror.
There are terms from Indian cookery,
including KEEMA, ALU and GOBI, alongside
the slang BLINGY — meaning shiny.
As the internet encroaches more into
everyday life and terminology, many will
not be surprised to see words such as
WEBZINE, DARKNET, MYSPACE, FANSITE
and FACEBOOK added to the list.
Those unlucky enough to have been
stuck with a Q at the end of a game will
no doubt welcome the arrival of QIN — a
Chinese musical instrument — on the list.
This is expected to become one of the most
played words in the game, due to the small
number of U tiles available.
Lyndsay Buckland, Scotland
Writing in the news.scotsman.com
The official scrabble list of words has
undergone another update to reflect the
changing nature of language. The big news
is that there are two new words using the
letter Q that do not require U: QIN (n),
a Chinese zither, with strings stretched
across a flat box, and FIQH (n), an expansion of Islamic sharia law, based directly on
the Koran and Sunnah.
The Scotsman, Scotland
Our Language evolves, use of the
current lingo is important, unless you live
in nineteen — canteen and have cobwebs
growing out your head, Live in the current
time and not in the past.
Charles Linskaill, Edinburgh
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Scrabble goes street
Now being up on your illegal drugs
lingo doesn’t just make you hip, it wins
you points on the Scrabble board, too. As
the latest Collins Official Scrabble Words
reference guide is published, knowing the
street for cocaine (GAK, in case you need
prompting) will garner you a legitimate
eight points, while conjuring up TIK (crystal
meth, apparently) will earn a healthy 21
on a triple word square. Perhaps keen to
distance themselves from claims that these
new inclusions to the Scrabble lexicon are
merely a stunt aimed at flogging a few more
copies of the book, creators said they hoped
this new edition would help end family
disputes over just what is and isn’t acceptable wordsmithery on the playing board.
Guardian.co.uk

Thangs for the memories
While I like Scrabble, I no longer play
it too often since I keep having vowel
movements. It makes me want to go to the
SHITTAH, which is not as bad as it sounds
since it is a type of acacia plant. There are
other words that also sound bad in English
but which are perfectly safe to write
but not to say in mixed company. Since
Scrabble players are more interested in
the spelling than in the meaning of words,
there are some words like COCKCHAFER (a
large European beetle) and HOREHOUND
(a bitter type of mint) that are in the Collins
Official Scrabble Words.
This week, the Collins Official Scrabble
Words, the compendium of officially
permitted Scrabble words, announced that
it is adding 3,000 new words and slang
terms to the list of playable words. Among
them are THANG, BADWARE, BIACH,
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AIRGUN and HEATWAVE. Other words
are from Indian cookery (KEEMA, ALU, or
ALOO, and GOBI), as well as various kinds of
drugs (TIK, GAK and TINA).
I don’t have the space to go into what
all the new words mean or refer to, but it
is easy to see why there is controversy.
TIK is methamphetamine or crystal meth,
GAK can be cocaine, marijuana or crystal
meth, and TINA is yet another street name
for crystal meth. This led some people to
suggest that maybe the researchers who
added the words may have themselves been
high on tik, gak and tina.
Tony Deyal
Writing in the Trinidad Express
[Tony Deyal also says that Scrabble gives
him temporary amnesia. “Every time I play
Scrabble, I draw a blank.”]

[We give the honorary last word on the new
word list to Mark Watson because of his good
sense. I wish I’d written this editorial! — Ed.]

Scrabble is like life: you’ve got
to be innit to win it
Not much doubt about the big news of
the past couple of weeks: there are a dozen
new words allowed in Scrabble. You can
now get points for INBOX (only 15 years or
so after it entered everyday vocabulary),
WAGYU (upmarket steak, guaranteed
to psych out your opponent, who will
conclude that you can afford to eat in more
expensive restaurants and are thus a more
accomplished wordsmith), and — perhaps
controversially — TWIGLET (as in, er, Twiglet,
the wheaty snack). They’ve also opened the
doors to VLOG (a video blog and a deeply
uncomfortable word to say out loud) and
QIN: a boon to anyone who’s been frustratingly stuck with a Q.
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Some people, undoubtedly, are going
to get annoyed when the new words come
out. They’ll be hot under the collar that
INNIT (as in, yes, “isn’t it”) is suddenly a
legitimate strategic play, rather than — as
it should be — something you hear on the
train and try to pretend didn’t happen.
They’re the same people who complain
bitterly when you win the game by playing
AA or XI or JO. “Those aren’t real words,”
they moan.
What these people fail to grasp is that
Scrabble exists in its own autonomous
universe. It’s not obliged to be faithful
to the genuine patterns of popular word
usage, any more than Monopoly should
be condemned for popularising the
idea that you can buy Mayfair for a few
hundred pounds.
Scrabble is about tactics, not words. If
you know the tricks, you’ll get ahead. In
this respect it mirrors real life very well.
It’s not really fair that people get
cheaper train tickets just because they
book earlier than you; they’re still taking up
the same amount of space on the train. It’s
unjust that a reality TV show winner sells
a thousand times as many records as a
more gifted but obscure singer-songwriter.
Nevertheless, this is the world we live in.
On almost every level, it’s a competition,
just as evolution is a competition to see
which species make it and which die out
muttering about not being able to use
their Zs.
We can learn from Scrabble. Life is
about winners and losers. Be a winner.
Commit the word WAGYU to memory now.
Mark Watson
Writing in the New Statesman
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New word list

It is expected that (at the special General
Meeting at Mt Albert in October) the
Association will adopt the new edition of
Collins Official Scrabble Words (COSW)
for all our play from the start of 2012,
at the same time that the updated word
list is officially adopted for international
play, ie. after the 2011 World Champs and
Causeway Challenge
In notifying members of the new list,
Howard Warner said, “Here’s the news
we’ve been waiting for. The new edition
of COSW is published by Collins but was
updated this time by members of the
WESPA dictionary committee (including
our Jeff Grant). So it should eliminate
many of the errors and discrepancies that
marred previous editions.”
Whitcoulls is the main retailer of Mattel
products in NZ, so we can expect it and the
supplementary study book, Collins Official
Scrabble Lists, to be available soon in that
chain (and perhaps others) soon. Or visit
international@harpercollins.co.uk for more
information.
For those curious about the new word
list there are three new PDFs on the
WESPA website:
• An initiation kit which gives an
extensive look at the new words
compiled into various categories.
• The summary sheet which is one page
of the more useful words coming in
through CSW2012.
• And finally a new threes story, a more
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light-hearted document to help you
remember those very important short
words (and their definitions) coming
into play next year. We are reproducing
this delightful story for you in this
Forwords (next article).
The three files can be found in the
downloads section:http://www.wespa.
org/features/downloads.shtml.

These useful documents were compiled by
David Sutton, with assistance from Allan
Simmons and Darryl Francis. Many thanks
to them for their work. You can find all
deleted words and apparent justifications
for such deletions on http://www.wespa.
org/csw12deletions.pdf.
We will have more articles on the new
words in future issues of Forwords.

Doing what comes naturally! Sisters Pam
Robson (Hamilton) and Leanne Field (ex
Auckland, now Wellington) cruising on
the Pacific Pearl in May with the essential
leisure items, cocktails and Scrabble board.
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Brief encounter revisited,
or, the new threes
David Sutton, writing for WESPA

This is a little story to help you remember
the new three-letter words in CSW12.
So there I was on the train on my way
to a rehearsal with this new experimental
orchestra specialising in Chinese music,
accompanied by my QIN which as you no
doubt know is a sort of zither with silken
strings. It’s a rather delicate instrument, so
I was not best pleased when this girl comes
along and in an attempt to put her own bag
on the luggage rack knocks mine off.
“Oh, SOZ”, she says apologetically,
“I hope I haven’t done any damage.”
She’s rather pretty, a dark Jewishlooking girl, with eyes full of what the
French call AME or soul, but I bought the
instrument in Laos and it cost me about a
thousand million ATS (I know that sounds a
lot, but an at or att is 1/100th of a kip, and
there are 13000 kips to the pound). So I
hesitate. “ERM...”
“Oh dear” she says. “When someone
UMS that means they want to tell the truth
but don’t like to. Can I make it up to you
in some way? I’ve got an Indian takeaway
here I could share with you.” She opens a
box to show me a curry and a rather large
ALU or Indian potato.
“MEH”, I say, declining the offer; I’m not
a great fan of Indian food. “Tell you what,
just tell me a bit about yourself and we’ll
call it quits.”
“All right,” she said. “I used to be a
computer programmer for a trendy London
advertising agency, writing applications in
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AWK, but the job got me down. There were
a lot of fairly obnoxious OIS in the office,
you know, blokes who were into taking GAK
and TIK...”
“What are they?” I said; I can’t keep up
with the drug jargon of the young.
“GAK is cocaine,” she explained, “and TIK
is crystal meth. Not my scene, and my RAV,
my spiritual teacher, wouldn’t approve at
all. And I didn’t much like having to write in
AWK, it’s clumsy when you have to manipulate things at the level of the individual
PEL or pixel. And then the boss wanted me
to help out with market research, which
basically meant having to SUG people - you
know, you call them up pretending you just
want their help with a survey, but really
you’re trying to sell them something. So
anyway, I gave it all up and now I live out in
the wilds in a GER, that’s a sort of Mongolian
skin tent, rather like a yurt.”
I look out of the window. There is a GAW
in the sky, an imperfect rainbow, supposed
to be a sign of coming wet weather.
“What’s it like when it rains?” I ask.
“Oh, they’re amazingly waterproof,” she
says. “And although I’ve set up camp on
a meadow by a river, to be near a source
of water, it’s actually quite a well-drained
ING, so no problem there. Well, we’re just
coming into my stop. Been nice talking to
you.”
I think of asking her for a date and she
seems to hesitate for a moment, but before
I can get the words out the train stops and
with a wave she’s gone. So that relationship is just another of the great ifs and
ANS, things which might have happened
but did not.
Ah well, I’ve learnt a few new words for
next time I play Scrabble...
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Twenty
years ago
                          John Foster, Independent
Now that we have reached the milestone of
a total of 100 players to have competed in
the NZ Masters (full list elsewhere in this
issue), it is timely to compare the results
from 20 years ago.
Seven players from that event also
played this year and a further six were
eligible but did not play for various reasons.
The 1991 Masters was noteworthy in that it
produced a record number of draws. The
result shows 8 players with a half game to
their credit which would seem to indicate
4 draws. But there were actually 6 because
two players had two draws each so the
halves cancelled out.

Updates to computer programs with new word list
Many of you might be anxious to know the answers to the following questions:
1. Will we have a LeXpert version available
for our iPac?
2. Will we be able to get an updated
version of Zyzzyva?
3. How will people update the dictionaries in other Scrabble programs, like
Networdz?
We put these questions to Glenda Foster,
who replied:
1. LeXpert is no longer supported by
its developers, so unless some other
computer whiz is able to create a new
lexicon file in the correct format there
may be no update. From memory I think
this did occur with the current Collins
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wordlist so there may well be someone
out there that will make this available.
2. As the developer of Zyzzyva is still
supporting it I would be surprised if
he doesn’t provide an updated CSW
for it and either issue a new version
or provide instructions for people to
update the dictionary.
3. And for users of Networdz, it is relatively easy to create a new dictionary
file provided you can use LeXpert or
Zyzzyva to produce text files which
can then be manipulated into the right
format.
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The first 100 Masters
John Foster, Independent
It has taken 28 years but we have finally
reached a total of 100 players who have
competed in the Masters, with Katy
Yiakmis becoming the 100th. Below is a
complete list of players who have participated in the NZ Masters Tournament,
sequentially numbered in the order in
which they made their first appearance.
Up until 1992 (numbers 1-54) it is not
possible to determine the order in which
new players were admitted to the competition and so their number is allocated on
their finishing position in their first year.
From 1993 onwards ranking lists have
been published in Forwords and numbers
are allocated strictly in accordance with
the previous December rankings, which is
necessarily the order in which they gained
entry.
For players who have played in more
than one contest, their total number of
appearances is shown alongside their
name. Glennis Hale is the only player to
have competed in all 28 events.
1. David Pinner 5
2. Jeff Grant 27
3. May Quigley 10
4. Sue Morrow 4
5. David Lloyd 10
6. Andrew Bradley 23
7. David Blumhardt
8. Glenyss Buchanan 19
9. Jan Ross 4
10. Maurine Sullivan 5
11. Dorothy Pinner 7
12. Glennis Hale 28
13. Georgie Offringa 8
14. Glenda Foster 27
15. Rita Moore
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16. Charlie Curl 6
17. Betty Gibb
18. Glynis Jennings 12
19. Lynne Powell 19
20. John Moore
21. Terry Darby
22. Ngaire Steel
23. Irene Steel
24. Andrew Coombes
25. Mike Sigley 26
26. Kevin Edgeler 7
27. Denise Gordon 25
28. Ann Candler 7
29. Doreen Ogston 2
30. Lesley Edgeler

31. Marc Bonthron
32. Marj Batchelor
33. Leigh Jenkins
34. John Foster 25
35. Gaye Norgren 2
36. Ian Patterson 6
37. Allie Quinn 6
38. Geoff Vautier 2
39. Lynn Wood 17
40. June Mackwell 15
41. Correne James 3
42. Joy Hunter 2
43. Lynne Butler 14
44. Alan Duval
45. Florence
Veldhuizen 3
46. Gerald Warner 11
47. Lucy Bright 4
48. Cathy Woods
49. Blue Thorogood 10
50. Patrick Carter 11
51. Alan Boyd 3
52. Peter Jones 8
53. Leila Thomson 5
54. Howard Warner 15
55. Fae Olson 10
56. Peter Sinton 14
57. Roy Vannini
58. Reeva Pearson 3
59. Bernice Vannini
60. Chris Hooks 10
61. Puti Rowe 4
62. Roger Tozer
63. Rhoda Cashman 3
64. Sheryl Davidson 8
65. Paul Lister 8

66. Faye Cronhelm
67. Glenda Geard 2
68. Andree Prentice
69. Kendall Boyd 3
70. Margie Hurley 2
71. Val Mills 10
72. Pam Robson 10
73. Rosemary Cleary 12
74. Doreen O’Shea 3
75. Nigel Richards 2
76. Anna Geange 3
77. Steven Brown 13
78. Eileen McLean 4
79. Liz Fagerlund 9
80. Lisa McLean 3
81. Marianne Bentley 8
82. Cecilia Ruto 3
83. Debbie Caldwell 7
84. Rogelio Talosig 5
85. Jane Walton
86. Ann Hough 6
87. Julie Atkinson
88. Joan Thomas 4
89. Jennifer Smith 3
90. Shirley van Essen 3
91. David Gunn 3
92. Nick Ascroft 3
93. Janice Cherry
94. Murray Rogers 5
95. Lawson Sue 4
96. Amelia Carrington 3
97. Joanne Craig 2
98. Anderina McLean 2
99. Shirley Hol 2
100. Katy Yiakmis

How the word BOOB
was invented
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Auckland Match Play
Liz Fagerlund, Mt Albert
This event, organised by Howard and
myself, has been on the Scrabble calendar
for a few years now. The memorial tournament was reported on in the last Forwords
magazine, and from this tournament the
16 players were selected to continue with
the match play rounds. In round 1 the top
rated player was matched against 16th,
2nd against 15th etc. This year on the
great suggestion of Patrick Carter, we ran
a consolation knockout, so all those who
lost their first round match went into the
consolation knockout — this seems to be a
very popular innovation, so I am sure we
will continue that.

Round 1 best of 7 games
Howard Warner – 4 Mary Gray – 0
Patrick Carter – 4
Roger Cole-Baker – 0
Kris Saether – 4
Dianne Cole-Baker – 0
Su Walker – 4
Val Mills – 3, went to
three all, with Su narrowly winning game 7
Lawson Sue – 4
Pam Barlow – 1
Nick Cavenagh – 4 Pam Robson – 2
Liz Fagerlund – 4
Lynn Carter – 0
Katy Yiakmis – 4.5 Hazel Purdie – 1.5

Round 2 (best of 9 games)
Howard – 5
Patrick – 5
Kris – 5
Lawson – 5

Katy – 0
Liz – 0
Nick – 3
Su – 0

Round 2 consolation (best of 9)
Hazel – 5
Mary – 3
Lynn – 5
Roger – 3
Pam R – 5
Dianne – 4,
closely fought match!
Pam B – 5
Val – 3
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Round 3 (best of 11)
Patrick – 6
Howard – 6

Kris – 0
Lawson – 1

Round 3 Consolation (best of 11)
Pam B – 6
Hazel – 5,
very close battle here!
Pam R – 6
Lynn – 3

Final rounds (best of 13)
Howard – 7
Patrick – 2  
Congratulations to Howard.

Here’s Howard’s report on
their games
I approached my Auckland Matchplay
Champs final with Patrick with some
trepidation. After all, last time we met in
the final (two years ago), he gave me a
good old-fashioned 7–1 hiding.
Patrick also had impressive stats coming
into this final, having won 15–0 in the
preceding three rounds. My own record was
15–1. I had conceded one game to Lawson in
the semifinals.
We played the first five games on a
blustery Sunday morning at the Auckland
Bridge Club, where the Mt Albert club
tournament is often held.Then we moved
on to an inner-city pub, and played the
remaining games in the company of several
Auckland diehard Scrabblers: Liz, Su, Hazel,
Lawson, Katy, Anderina, Mary Curtis, Julia
and the Cole-Bakers.
Our first game was a very tight affair,
with seconds left on the clock for both of
us and so many end-game ramifications to
consider. I triumphed 393–375. Game two
was more straightforward: 488–382 to me.
At 2–0 up, I was starting to feel slightly
more confident than two years ago.
Then Patrick broke back. In the third
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game, he monstered me 503–368, with
three bonus words to one. (He also picked
up many points in the end game when I
was stuck with the Q.) The fourth game
was another tight one. Patrick again scored
three bonus words to my one — despite
losing a turn for playing *MYOLITIC, which
he was sure was a word but I was equally
sure wasn’t. However, the score was much
closer: 414–401.
So now it was 2–2. The series — not to
mention the championship — was nicely
poised. In theory, as I rattled off the next
five games straight.
The fifth game was noteworthy for
Patrick playing *PIAKO for 52 points and
me letting it go. We both admitted later
that it ‘sounded familiar’ — probably from
the Matamata-Piako District south of
Auckland. But I still won by 50. The sixth
game was a real cliff-hanger. Patrick came
roaring back at the end with NOTELETS
for 68, on a very closed board, and I held
on to win by two points. But for the final
three games, the luck flowed my way and I
won them comprehensively. There was an
interesting situation in the seventh game.
Patrick had slipped a long way behind and
realised that his only chance was to make
a big score while holding back his blank,
and then bingo at the end. He managed
the bingo at the end, but unfortunately (for
him) his two brave high-scoring attempts,
front-hooking first GUN- and then OVERto CRAZED on the top TWS line, were
adjudged ‘incorrect’. Nice try!
Here are the high-scoring plays:
Game 1: Howard: WADSETT 77; Patrick
TORNADES 75
Game 2. Howard: DRAFTING 76, SAMPIRES
70, TEIGLACH 95; Patrick GUERIDON 80
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Game 3: Patrick: IODINATE 62, SUDATION
74, CORNUTE 67; Howard SOPRANI 80
Game 4: Patrick: MOISTLY 70, FLOATED
94, SCUTTERS 68; Howard TRENDIES 70
Game 5: Howard: BRAVOES 87, NORITES
74; Patrick EJECT 57, *piako 52,
GOLDARN 66
Game 6: Howard: INVITES 81; Patrick:
INVADES 74, NOTELETS 68
Game 7: Howard: GINNIER 82, SEAMOUNT
90, IMPELLED 98; Patrick: OUTGOING 68,
SHORTED 83
Game 8: Howard: ROUSERS 74, BLATTANT
82, SPOONED 71
Game 9: Howard: EIDOLON 68, AGRISED
80, EVERTOR 57, SQUEAL 50; Patrick:
SAPROBE 74, JOE 56

Finals Consolation best of 13
This turned out to be between the
two Pams — Pam Robson had some great
matches — close win against Dianne
with a 5-4 victory, and in the next round
against Lynn 6-3. Pam Barlow had a tough
opponent in round 2 but managed to deal
Val a 5-3 defeat; round 3 against Hazel was
a very close 6-5.
Pam Robson reported “The final turned
out to be a real marathon. We had to play
all 13 games, and I came out on top, 7-6.”
Thanks to all for taking part — great
to have Nick and Pam from Hamilton
taking part this year too — it’s a bit of
travelling involved for one of the players
in each match — and I think it’s been the
Hamiltonians that have done the travel.
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Remembering new words
Selena Chan, Christchurch

With the new Collins WESPA initiated dictionary due out later this year and becoming
official for tournaments in 2012, there will be a few more thousand words for us to
learn. So far, the articles on learning about learning while playing Scrabble have
focused on how to best learn new words, practise and acquire Scrabble playing
strategies and make us of the social dimension of Scrabble to improve the game. At
the request of several readers who have provided encouraging feedback, this article
explores the important task of ‘HOW to remember those words’.
Most of the recommendations here will
be obvious. However, it is important for
you to figure out which one will work best
for you. As with most skills, practice makes
perfect.

1. Use it
Generally, we remember things more
easily, if we USE them. For several weeks
after the new Collins dictionary was
launched, I concentrated on playing new
words at Club games. I deliberately played
newly learnt words even if they scored
less so that I could test out if my memory
of them was sound and to continually
reinforce my memory of new words. Every
week, there would be a conversation along
the lines of - “is that a new word?” “ Yes,” I
would say, “but let’s check it to make sure.”
Doing this not only confirmed the word but
also helped anchor the word more deeply
into my neural network. A good strategy
may be for Clubs to have ‘new words’
nights, just after the new dictionary is
officially launched.

2. Repetition helps
As with the above, repetition helps. I
am a fan of using LeXpert or Zyzzyva.
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Whenever I have a few spare minutes
(waiting around in airports, commuting on
trains/planes, ‘watching’ TV), I fire up my
laptop and review words. I usually work
with hooks for short words up to four and
anagrams for the longer words. As each
word comes up, I enter the hooks/anagram,
working progressively through the words
either randomly or for 7-letter anagrams,
by probability order. As a predominantly
visual, partially kinaesthetic learner, seeing
the word and typing them in with appropriate hooks or anagrams helps me to process
the information and remember the word. In
general, my intuitive ‘word judge’ still uses
a visual image to gauge whether words are
correct. So if they do not look right, I challenge them! For aural preference learners,
try sounding out the words, if they do not
sound right, they might not exist.

3. Association (connecting new
information to old)
Many people find associating new words
with familiar scenes, friends’ names, places
etc. help them remember what are, to start
with strange and unfamiliar new words. If
you use the strategy in 1), you might even
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remember the first person you played
a new word with. Making lists of words
categorised using your personal sorting
system may help you recall unfamiliar
words, as they become part of a group of
more familiar ones. For instance, I recently
played the word GIBLI1. Later, I worked out
that the word was on my list of words with
two or more Is. Therefore, playing GIBLI’
came about because I had a rack of three Is
an L and a G (arrghh). When I saw the B on
the board, GIBLI just appeared in my mind
as I was subconsciously processing through
my “more than one I” list of words.

previous article. I often play games like
Word Scramble (like Boggle) and Wordwarp
(make as many possible words as possible
out of a long word) when waiting around
for things to happen (dentist, shopping
queue) as these games usually only take 2 
to 3 minutes to play.

6. Mnemonic methods

Classical memory guides recommend
the use of mnemonics or the method of loci
for remembering strings of unusual words.
The real advantage of both these techniques is that it forces you to work with
the words while placing them into either
mnemonics or the loci. In doing, so,
4. Sleep on it
A good strategy
you are covering the first three and
All work and no play does
may be for Clubs
possibly the fourth strategy in this
not help with intensive learning.
to have ‘new
article. Having to work out that ‘fig
Research shows that after intenwords’ nights,
knight swam divy’ are the right hooks
sive learning activity, it is best
just after the
of AE forces you to look at all the AE
to allow the brain to process
new dictionary is
words and organise the hooks into
the learning and for new nodes
officially launched.
something you can associate with.
in your neural networks to find
their place. Therefore, I usually alternate
To recap
learning new words one day and working
Make time to work through the new
on strategy the next by playing Scrabble on words. As much as possible, do not just
my iPad. In theory, this allows new words to look at the words or repeat them to
settle into my brain. I might also make use
yourself. Instead, work with the words by
of the new words when I play a game, so
either studying anagrams or hooks in an
covering 1) and 2) above. Plus it is always
interactive manner, playing word games
good to play a game as a reward for the
other than Scrabble and consciously using
hard work of learning new words!
new but still unfamiliar words when you

5. Be creative
Various contributors to Forwards have
described interesting ways to learn new
words. For example, the new 3-letter car
registration is a source of great revision
for 3-letter and 4-letter words. I know quite
a few scrabblers who use this method to
enhance their learning of short words.
Another good way to retain words is
to play word games - as described in a
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play Club Scrabble.
In psychology parlance, we need to
move from maintenance rehearsal (just
repeating new words) to elaborative
rehearsal (applying new learning).
Happy scrabbling.
1
Gibli / ghibli is the North African version of
a foehn, sirocco or chinook (don’t you just
love these words!)  aka as the Canterbury
NorWester.
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What if?

Joan Thomas, Hastings
Do you ever run “what if” scenarios
through your mind?
So often bonus words containing one,
and especially two, blanks score not much
more than 50 points which is a sheer waste
of these powerful tiles. For years I have
been pondering “what if” the blanks scored
the points of the tiles they replaced ?
Some of my thoughts are that —
* The luck factor would be greatly
increased.
* Strategies would inevitably change.
* Strategic placing of the blanks would be
critical.
* With one or both blanks to come:a) Defending a reasonable lead would
be more challenging.
b) The chase to catch up could be
fruitful.
c) Equally, the lead could be increased
dramatically by the leading opponent.
* Tile tracking would be more important.
* Averages and aggregate scores would
invariably be higher.

Examples
1. Opening Move
First rack - Blank AAEIOO
Would you change 5 vowels or play
ZOOEA for a 48 point lead?
2. Hot Spots
Using a blank and one vowel to play ZO,
ZA or QI ,with the blank on a triple word
spot and counting both ways , would
score a minimum of 64.
Would you take the points or hang on
to the blank waiting for the chance of a
bonus, which, if the blank replaced a low
value tile, may not score as many points?

“Wildest Dreams” (triple triples)
1. In game 38 in the 2010 Causeway
Premier teams division Nigel Richards
was playing Brian Capelletto. After
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several moves Brian played AEDILES to
go ahead by 50 points. With the A at 1C
on the board Nigel’s rack was ?EINOSZ.
He made the brilliant triple triple play
of OXAZINES (chemical compounds) for
284 points, giving him a lead of 234,
with the blank as the X.
Had the blank scored 8 for the X the
points would have increased by 72 to
356 for the word and 306 for the lead!
2. Attaining the ultimate, elusive, triple
triple play of QUIZZIFY, with the second
Z the blank, would glean 419 points
under the current rules and 509 points
if the blank Z scored 10.

Conclusion
It would be challenging to play some
games using this hypothetical rule, but it
would be best left as a fun activity, not to
be taken too seriously.

New inventions
Ian Ventor
I went to the NZ Patent Office trying to
register some of my inventions.
I went to the main desk to sign in and
the lady at the desk had a form that
had to be filled out. She wrote down my
personal info and then asked me what I had
invented.
I said, “A folding bottle.”
She said, “Okay, what do you call it?”
“A Fottle.”
“What else do you have?”
“I have also invented a folding carton.”
Again she said “What do you call it?”
“A Farton.”
She sniggered and said, “Those are
silly names for products and one of them
sounds kind of crude.”
I was so upset by her comment that
I grabbed the form and left the office
without even telling her about my folding
bucket.
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Ask Liz
Liz Fagerlund (Mt Albert)
During the Nationals I had to adjudicate at a small number of games. The questions,
bar one, were for the same sort of thing — a tile discovered in the bag after the game
was finished.
In one situation the result sheet had
not been filled out, in the others the result
sheets had been, and the tiles rearranged
on the board for the next game.
It is very clear in both situations what
should happen.
14.9.9.2 Tile Discovered In the Bag
If any tiles are discovered in the bag,
which the players had thought to be empty,
before the result sheets are signed, then:
14.9.9.2.1 both players see the tiles;
14.9.9.2.2 any tiles that may have been
removed from players’ racks in the belief
that the game was over are replaced; and
14.9.9.2.3 the players ascertain who
should have drawn replacement tiles
earliest, and that player adds the tiles to
his or her rack.
14.9.9.2.4 If both players still have tiles
after this process, play resumes. If only one

player has tiles, the game is over and the
result recalculated as necessary.
14.9.9.2.5 Under no circumstances may
any moves be replayed.
***
14.9.9 In the case where, for any
reason, and at any time during a game,
it is determined that there are either an
incorrect number of tiles, or tiles have
been mixed between two sets of players,
or tiles remain in the bag following the
completion of the game, no attempt will
be made to rectify the situation until the
completion of the affected game(s). Play
will continue with the remaining tiles in
the respective bags. No adjustment will be
made to either game’s final score nor any
individual player’s final score. Following
the completion of the affected games the

Word meanings (according to some 16-year-olds)
What are STEROIDS?
Use the word JUDICIOUS in a sentence to
Things for keeping carpets still on the stairs. show you understand its meaning.
Hands that judicious can be soft as your
What is a FIBULA?
face.
A small lie.
What does BENIGN mean?
What is the meaning of VARICISE?
Benign is what you will be after you be eight.
Nearby.
What is a TURBINE?
What is a SEIZURE?
Something an Arab or Shreik wears on
A Roman Emperor
his head.
FORWORDS WINTER 2011
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...Ask Liz continued
players involved will be responsible for
sorting out the mixed tiles and arranging
tiles on both boards in any format that
clearly shows 100 tiles are present.
Some of 14.9.9 deals with sets of tiles
that were mixed during a game (which
also happened for two games at one table
with similar colour tiles) and some deals
with the most common situation at the
Nationals of tiles discovered in the bag
after the game was finished.
***
Olivia Godfrey also had a situation at the
Kapiti tournament — this time with a letter
being discovered under the tray (out of the
bag, or in Olivia’s case, as letters are put in
a tray because she is blind, out of the tray).
Olivia was tracking the tiles and when
her opponent played the last tiles on her
rack she asked where the X had got to
because her tracking showed that it was
still at large. The X was discovered under
the tray, and had obviously not been in the
tray during the game. Olivia said she lost
the game by 12 as she played to stop her
opponent using the X for a good score.
However, when the X was discovered (which

Scots jokes
From Dianne Cole-Baker, Mount Albert

was before the score sheet was filled in and
signed, so before the game ended), nobody
knew what should have been done, so she
volunteered to leave the game as it stood,
thereby forfeiting the game. The situation
should have been dealt with as below; the
opponent should have taken the X and
play should have continued as both players
would have had some tiles.
***
14.9.9.1 Tile Discovered Out of the Bag
If any tiles are discovered outside the
bag at any time during a game and before
the result sheet has been signed, then:
14.9.9.1.1 both players see the tiles and
the tiles are returned to the bag;
14.9.9.1.2 any tiles that may have been
removed from players’ racks in the belief
that the game was over are replaced; and
one of the following steps is taken:
14.9.9.1.3 if both players have seven tiles
on their racks, play resumes as usual;
14.9.9.1.4 if only one player has seven
tiles, that player’s opponent should draw
from the bag;
14.9.9.1.5 if neither player has seven
tiles, the players ascertain who should
have drawn replacement tiles earliest and

Ten cows in a field. Which one is closest
to Iraq? Coo eight.

A guy walks into an antiques shop and
says: “How much for the set of antlers?”
“Two hundred quid,” says the bloke behind
the counter. ‘”That’s affa dear,” says the
guy.”Aye yer right!” replies the bloke

A Scotsman in London is having trouble
phoning his sister from a telephone box. So
he calls the operator who asks in a plummy
voice: “Is there money in the box?” “Naw,
it’s just me,” he replies.

After announcing he’s getting married,
a boy tells his pal he’ll be wearing the kilt.
“And what’s the tartan?” asks his mate.
“Oh, she’ll be wearing a white dress.”

Did you hear about the BBC Scotland
series that features the queue for the
toilets at Waverley Station? It’s called The
Aw’ Needin’ Line.
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that player draws from the bag. If only
one player has tiles after this is done, the
game is over and the result recalculated as
necessary.
14.9.9.1.6 Under no circumstances may
any moves be replayed.
***
This following situation also occurred at
the Nationals, and in my experience some
players even in A grade seem to be unsure
of the rule when too many tiles are drawn.
A player during one game took one too
many tiles. They were still face down on the
table and she said to her opponent, “Oops,
I’ve taken one too many”. Her opponent
turned over two tiles, looked at them, and
put one back in the bag! The player was
taken aback, but it happened so quickly
and it was too late to say anything, so the
player kept quiet.
This of course was wrong — no tiles had
been put on the rack, so the opponent
should have just taken one tile from the
table without looking at it, and returned it
to the bag.
It seems as though the player who had
overdrawn knew this was not quite right.

Words with friends
Peter McKay, Arkansas
There have been a whole slew of articles
in the past few weeks about America’s
addiction to technology. The latest
innovation is the iPad ...
You can play “Words with Friends,”
which is basically the long-forgotten game
of Scrabble.
Americans have been playing Scrabble,
and hating it, for decades. Every family in
this country has a Scrabble game somewhere on a shelf - the box all crushed and
covered with dust, the little wooden letter
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In my opinion, it was not too late to say
anything - the adjudicator should have
been called - it was known which two tiles
had been revealed so they could have
been retrieved back from the bag, mixed
with the other tiles on the table and the
opponent could have drawn an unseen tile.
Granted, the opponent would know one of
the player’s tiles, but they did anyway by
doing the wrong thing in the first place.
What I have sometimes heard players say
when they have overdrawn and not put any
on their rack is “just take one from the table
as I haven’t seen any of them” - with the
incorrect thought that as soon as they have
SEEN a tile then the opponent takes two etc.
The opponent only takes overdrawn number
of tiles +1, and views tiles when ANY OF THE
REPLACEMENT TILES HAVE BEEN PUT ON
THE RACK — if even one newly drawn tile is
placed on the rack, then all tiles, including
those already on the rack are combined.
These situations all indicate how important it is to have an up-to-date set of NZASP
rules at EVERY tournament, so that if the
tournament organiser/adjudicator doesn’t
know, they have something to refer to.
tiles spilling out on the carpet. I actually
think Scrabble was invented by the folks
at Hoover. They knew that the only way
you’re getting a new vacuum is if the old
one breaks, and the best way to break a
vacuum is to vacuum up Scrabble tiles.
The key to “Words with Friends,”
however, is that you can play it over the
Internet. This is important, because if you’re
not in the same room with the other person,
you can’t see them yawning. Also, there are
no wooden tiles to step on when walking
barefoot.
- Extract from his article in the
Paragould Daily Press
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Club News
New Club committees
There have been several changes this
year in various Club committee members.
Please be sure to look on the back page of
Forwords when you want to make contact
with any Club, so that you get hold of the
relevant people the first time and do not
disturb people who have earned a break
from administration!

Whangarei
In Club play recently, Cicely Bruce and
Bev Edwards were competing. Cicely had
one bonus word and a final score of 427,
while Bev had two bonus words and a final
score of 424. Cicely won by 3 points. As
they finished early, they decided to play
another game during the time frame. This
extra game resulted in Cicely having two
bonus words and a score of 424, Bev had
one bonus word and a score of 427. Bev
won by 3 points.
We just thought this was amazing and
chances of it ever happening again must be
extremely remote.

Pakuranga and Holy Cross
Sixteen years of friendship
Back in 1995 Sheryl Davidson, a member
of our Pakuranga Club, asked May Meads
from the Holy Cross Club if their members
would be interested in friendly competitions with our members. The Holy Cross
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people responded enthusiastically; and
for the past 16 years we have enjoyed our
bi-annual competitions.
Each April and September we competitively Scrabble for the Holbrook Cup. Who
wins doesn’t matter as much as the fun
of meeting again with our long-standing
friends. And, the fact that the Holy Cross
People provide a first-rate afternoon tea
could also be a factor in the competitions’
longevity.
The winners of the April competition
were Pakuranga.

Kiwi
Kiwi Club has a new President and
Secretary. Carole Coates (phone 07 846
3559) is the new President (replacing
Elaine Moltzen, who has held that role
since the Club started), and Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell is the new Secretary.

Scrabble and baby names
American author, Jennifer Griffin, offers
some tips for choosing a baby’s first
name:
For an exotic flavor, choose names
with Scrabble letters worth more than 4,
particularly V, X and Z, Griffin says. With
the exception of Shiloh, all of Angelina
Jolie’s kids have an exotic letter in their
name: Maddox, Pax, Zahara, Knox and
Vivienne.
Certain letters will give a name an extra
edge. If you want to give a girl a lively
name, start it with a V. Vivian, Veronica,
Victoria ... they sound vivacious and
energetic.
from the Houston Chronicle,
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Committee anagrams
Suzanne Harding, Whangarei
Our six committee members have been
very busy organising the Whangarei
Club’s tournament, but, with the help of
anagrams I find that within our names we
have several other interests.
Anne Scatchard [President] finds she
CAN READ CHANTS and enjoys them, but
one day she unavoidably SCRATCHED
NANA. I wonder why?
Bev Edwards [Secretary] out early one
morning, BRAVED DEWS. This dampening
experience must have really affected her,
because she then reported that ADVERBS
WED!! Hopefully Bev won’t venture out into
the morning dews again.
Lovely Lynnis Thompson seems to be
fascinated by the calendar. She has learned
that ONLY MONTHS SPIN and now, sadly,
she NIPS SON MONTHLY. Poor boy.
Clever Cicely Bruce is really obsessed
by bikes. She has had to RUB ICE CYCLE
clean and then she found she could CURE
BICYCLE fatigue. A real breakthrough!
Margaret Peters, our newest committee
member, has a new grandchild, so her
TEARS GREET PRAM. Soon after, she got
lost while pushing that pram and Margaret
turned into a STREET MAP RAGER. More
tears and not just from baby.
As for myself [Suzanne Harding,
treasurer], I had to cope one day with AN
UNSHARED ZING. A lonely time. Later that
same day I saw a GRAND SUN IN HAZE on
the misty horizon. Just beautiful.
With all these things going on it’s quite
surprising that we actually found time to
hold a tournament!!
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Definitions NOT found in
a dictionary
Criminal
A guy no different from the rest — except
that he got caught.

Divorce
Future tense of marriage.

Etc.
An abbreviation to make others believe
that you know more than you actually do.

Father
A banker provided by nature.

Lecture
An art of transferring information from
the notes of the lecturer to the notes of
the students without passing through the
minds of either.

Miser
A person who lives poor so that he can
die rich.

Opportunist
A person who starts taking bath if he
accidentally falls into a river.

Optimist
A person who, while falling from Eiffel
Tower, says, “See? I am not injured yet.”

Politician
One who shakes your hand before elections and your confidence after.

Smile
A curve that can set a lot of things
straight.

Tears
The hydraulic force by which masculine willpower is defeated by feminine water power.

Yawn
The only time some married men ever
get to open their mouth.
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I’ve been reading ...
From Nefertiti, by Michelle Moran
(about ancient Egypt)
VIZIER(S)
EMMER(S)
SISTRUM(S)
ANKH(S)

CANOPIC
PSCHENT(S)
JUJUBE(S)
LAPIS
LAZULI
MALACHITE
ELECTRUM
CARNELIAN
FELDSPAR(S)
YARROW(S)
FAIENCE(S)
TAMARIND

high official in Muslim
countries
type of wheat
musical balls in ancient
EGYPT, SISTRA
T-shaped cross with
circle at top, symbol of
eternal life in ancient
Egypt
of jars holding internal
organs
ancient Egyptian crown
chewy sweet
jewel
jewel
green mineral,
MALACHITES
alloy of gold and silver
reddish-yellow gemstone
shiny mineral
(=FELDSPATH)
wild plant
tin-glazed earthenware
flowers

From Daughters of the Doge, by
Edward Charles (set in renaissance Italy)
DOGE(S)
DOGEATE(S)
LIMNER(S)
LIMN(S)
BILLHOOK(S)
BILLBOOK(S),
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chief magistrate of
Venice (or Genoa)
office of DOGE
artist (in reference to
Holbein)
v. represent, portray,
draw, LIMNED, LIMNING
weapon, cudgel, cf.
accounts book

MANCIPLE

merchant, buyer of
provisions, esp. in
monastery, or college
CHOPIN(S)
sandal-like shoe with
high wooden or cork
platform, overshoes for
horses to help them get
a grip in tricky terrain,
same as CHOPINE(S)
SOLDO, SOLDI
Italian coin/s
BRAVI, BRAVA(S) professional assassin
CONVERSO(S)
nun, medieval Jew
converted to Catholicism
TRATTORIA
Italian restaurant,
TRATTORIE
BOTTEGA(S)
workshop, studio
GESSO(S)
used to coat canvas
before painting,
GESSOED, GESSOES
TEMPERA(S)
painting medium for
powdered pigments,
cf.TEMPURA(S), Japanese batter
BISTRE(S)
pigment used for pen
and wash drawings,
BISTRED
GRISAILLE
monochrome painting, by
          underpainting in grey blocks

From The Virgin’s Tale, by Sheri Smith
(about vestal virgins in Italy)
STRIGIL(S)
TRUTHLESS
MOLA
MUNINA
NUMEN
BULLA
VESTAL(S)

a scraping instrument
[Beautiful, isn’t it?]
marine fish
a deity, god or goddess
a deity, god or goddess
large blister. Plural is
BULLAE only.
a chaste woman
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Hall of Fame
(or infamy)
You must have heard of me, Brendan Burke? Born in Ireland in 1792, I left my wife
and two children in Ireland and emigrated to Scotland about 1817. Shortly afterwards
I shacked up with Helen McDougal, and we moved to the same street as Margaret and
William Hare, who ran a lodging house. We all became great mates — well, until Hare did
the dirty on me. . . But I’m getting ahead in my story.
At the time, the University of Edinburgh
was universally renowned for its bourgeoning medical sciences. But a decline in the
execution rate meant that only 2-3 bodies
of executed criminals were legally available
per year for the large numbers of students
and researchers. This situation attracted
“entrepreneurs” — or men like me with
initiative — who were willing to obtain
specimens by any means.
Hare and I were quick to spot the chance
when one of Margaret’s lodgers died of
natural causes. Instead of burying the
body, we filled the coffin with bark and took
the body to Edinburgh University, where Dr
Robert Knox, a local anatomist, bought it
for £7.10s.
There were many people doing the same
thing. These body-snatchers, euphemistically called resurrectionists — you modern
Scrabble players will find the 15-letter
singular in Collins — were looked upon by
the general public with fear and revulsion.
To our way of thinking, £7.10s was a lot
of money, and worth doing crime for. It
was an easy step for us to go from graverobbing to ensuring a good supply of dead
people, DIY fashion. We were experts at our
chosen job!
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Sensitive readers might consider the
following details sordid, but it didn’t bother
us much, as you’ll be able to tell as you
read of our exploits:
Our first cadaver was Joseph the Miller,
Margaret’s sick tenant. We plied him with
whisky (any Irishman would be glad to
go that way!), and then suffocated him.
With no other sickly tenants available, we
lured pensioner Abigail Simpson to spend
the night at our lodgings. We served her
alcohol, then smothered her. We were
gratified to receive £10 for her body from
the good doctor. And I got £10 for Effie the
beggar’s body, despatched the same way,
and similar amounts for another woman
and her husband.
Our system seemed to be working well,
so Hare invited two “ladies of the night”,
Mary Patterson and Janet Brown, for
“drinks”. Janet left for a short while, and
when she returned she was told that Mary
had left with me — which she had. I had
taken her body to the dissecting rooms!!
We had a close shave there, because some
of the Knox’s students recognised Mary.
(Not very respectable young men, those
students!)
I had some brilliant ideas for obtaining
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potential cadavers. For example, after
“saving” a woman from police by claiming
that I knew her, I was able to deliver her
body to the medical school within hours.
Our next “samples” were an old woman
and her blind grandson. The old biddy
succumbed to an overdose of painkillers,
while Hare stretched the young boy over
his knee and broke his back. £8 each for
those two.
In quick succession we despatched a
couple of my female acquaintances, and a
former female lodger of Margaret’s and her
daughter. We slipped up a bit with our next
choice, 18-year-old mentally handicapped
“Daft Jamie” with the limp, as several
students recognised his body. That could
have got Knox into strife, but sly bugger
that he was, he cut off Jamie’s head and
feet, and dissected his face first.
I lost count of how many cadavers we
created in our 12-month spree, but history
records 16 victims. I do remember our last
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specimen, Marjory Docherty, because she
was our undoing. James and Ann Gray
were lodgers at the time, and we had to
wait until they went out to carry out our
task. Ann Gray became suspicious the
next day when I wouldn’t let her near a
bed where she had left her stockings.
Later, when we were out, the nosy bitch
discovered Docherty’s body. The Grays
went to the police, but even though we
managed to remove the body before the
police arrived, we were arrested, and the
body was eventually found in Knox’s classroom. Other bodies there were identified
there, too.
At this stage, Hare became a snout.
He confessed, and told all in return for
immunity, the weasel! Helen also got off
scot free, if you’ll excuse the pun. And Knox
was not prosecuted, despite public outrage
at his role in our sorry tale, probably
because I swore in my confession that he
knew nothing of the origin of his cadavers.
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He continued using body-snatchers for
some time after my demise.
I was hanged on 28 January 1829, at the
age of 37. Most ignominiously, I was myself
publicly dissected at the Edinburgh Medical
College.
The dissecting professor, Alexander
Monro — not Knox, that would have been
the ultimate humiliation! — dipped his
quill pen into my blood and wrote: “This is
written with the blood of Wm Burke, who
was hanged at Edinburgh. This blood was
taken from his head.” My skeleton, death
mask, and items made from my tanned skin
are displayed at the college’s museum.
My exploits have been the inspiration
for movies, novels, short stories, TV
programmes and a 19th-century Edinburgh
jumping-rope rhyme that goes:
Up the close and down the stair,
But and ben with Burke and Hare.
Burke’s the butcher, Hare’s the thief,
Knox the boy who buys the beef.”
Folk tales about BURKERS attacking
travellers, especially children, to sell their
cadavers, are still common in Scotland.
I did do some good. If it hadn’t been
for me, the crisis in medical education
would never have been highlighted, and
the Anatomy Act of 1932 would never have
been passed.
From my infamous method of killing
our victims has come the word BURKE, to
purposefully smother and compress the
chest of a victim, and its derived meaning,
to quietly suppress.
Look at the drawing of my execution,
and remember me, the original BURKER.
Think of me when you play BURKES,
BURKED, BURKING, BURKER(S) or add
an end hook of E to BURK (a fool).
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Who will represent us at
the Worlds?
Depending on availability, four of these six
players will represent New Zealand, along
with Nigel Richards, at the World Scrabble
Championships at the end of this year.

From left: Peter Sinton (Dunedin), Howard
Warner (Mount Albert), Glennis Hale
(Independent), Joanne Craig (Christchurch),
Lynne Butler (New Plymouth) and Blue
Thorogood (Christchurch). Howard, Blue,
Joanne and Peter are the qualifiers, and
Lynne and Glennis the reserves.

More jandals
Vicky Robertson
Wellington
Like many people I was a little dismayed
at the loss of JANDALS from the new
word list.
However I consoled myself with the
thought that I’d never played the word
before or had it played against me.
Then that week, strangely I had it on my
rack and was able to play it in an internet
game.
I mentioned it at club the next night
and then astoundingly I got that very
word out again in the opening move of the
next game!
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At last ! NZ will compete in WYSC
At just ten years of age, Alex Leckie-Zaharic will be New Zealand’s first representative to
attend the World youth Championships (WYSC), to be held this year at Johor Bahru, Malaysia
in December. He was officially named as our representative at the Nationals in June.
Alex competed in the National Scrabble
Championships at Queen’s Birthday
weekend — the youngest ever player to
compete. In fact, the first person under the
age of 20 to do so in at least two decades!
He performed creditably, winning eight
games out of 16, and placing sixth in the
E-grade. As a result, Alex is now ranked 134
in New Zealand. He won the highest game
score in the grade, achieving an average
game score of 366, and the highest score
in a single turn (116 points for SCOFFER on
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a triple word score). He also received the
award for the most improved performance,
Before attending the WYSC, Alex
will attend a Youth Scrabble Coaching
Clinic in Singapore and participate in the
Singapore Open Scrabble Champs (both in
November), and play in the open section
of the Causeway Scrabble Challenge in
Malaysia at the beginning of December.
Alex first competed in a school tournament run by Ruth Groffman last August.
He has very supportive parents. His
father, Tony, also plays Scrabble and
his mother, Tracie, is raising the money
required for his travel by making and
selling Scrabble-related products. These
are quality, beautifully made, Scrabblethemed articles such as Scrabble bags, ziptassels, key-rings and chocolates. You can
see a selection of the items in the photos
below. Or write to Tracie at scrabblekid@
xtra.co.nz for more information.
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Causeway Grand Slam

Who’s playing Scrabble?

Michael Tang has announced the
Causeway Grand Slam. There will be four
Causeway Challenges annually effective
from 2012:
• Melbourne Causeway Challenge 2012,
March 9-12;
Closing Date: 9 December 2011
• Vancouver Causeway Challenge 2012,
May 25-28,
Closing Date: 9 March 2012
• Manchester Causeway Challenge 2012,
August 17-20
Closing Date: 9 June 2012
• Johor Bahru Causeway Challenge
2012, November 28-December 2
Closing date: 9 September 2012
The prize structure for the Melbourne,
Vancouver and Manchester Causeway
Slams are as follows (prizes for the Johor
Bahru will be announced later):

Jeff Clark, Michigan

Premier Division (36 games)

Jeff Gurwin and Caitlin Fitzimons,
New York

Champion US$10,000; 1st Runner Up
US$5,000; 2nd Runner Up US$2,500;
prizes ranging from US$1,500 down to
US$500 for 4th to 10th places.
Registration Fees US$300.
Criteria: Wespa ratings above 1800.

Masters Division (36 games)
Champion US$2,000; 1st-Runner Up
US$1,500; 2nd-Runner Up: US$1,000;
prizes ranging from US$900 down to
US$300 for 4th to 10th places.
Registration Fees US$150.
Criteria: Wespa ratings 1500 - 1800.

He was stranded in snowdrifts and blinding
blizzards for hours on Highway. 402 until
he was rescued by a snowmobiler. Clark
had been competing in a weekend Scrabble
tournament in Guelph, and was on his way
home when the snow started falling and he
and his 4x4 truck became stuck. A trucker
who was also stranded invited him into his
sleeper cab, where Clark gratefully spent
the night. He was rescued after 30 hours.
(He didn’t win the tournament either!)

George Bush’s daughters, Barbara
and Jenna
When they visit their parents in Dallas,
there’s Mexican food, time with the family
dogs, and intense Scrabble games. Jenna
is the winner of all those family Scrabble
matches.

Jeff Gurwin proposed to girlfriend, Caitlin
Fitzsimons, by having a mural painted
on Avenue A and Second Street in East
Village. The Scrabble design is because
Jeff loves Scrabble and got Caitlin into it.
Caitlin discovered the mural when she was
walking to meet Jeff for dinner. She said
yes, fortunately.

Open Division (36 games)
Champion: US$1,000; 1st-Runner Up
US$900; 2nd-Runner Up US$800; prizes
ranging from US$700 down to US$200 for
4th to 10th places.
Registration Fees US$100.
Criteria: Wespa ratings below 1500
FORWORDS WINTER 2011
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Overseas
News
Australia
2011 Australian
Scrabble Champs at
Canberra
152 competed, 96
in the Championship,
and 56 in the Plate
Division.
Championship
New Australian
Champion, Chris May
1. Chris May
2. Naween Fernando
3. Trevor Halsall
Plate Division
1. Raya Wilkinson
2. Yvonne Edwards
3. Patti Ashwin
Australia will adopt the new word list
on 1 January 2012. However, they will refer
some issues with the word list to WESPA
and Phil Nelkon, ie. the font is hard to read;
the paper is of low quality; words of 10-15
characters are not required; the binding
splits easily; preference for a separate 2, 3
and 4 letter word list.
Joanne Craig has now played 2000
games in Australia. Congrats, Joanne!

India
8th All-India Open Scrabble Tournament
Organised by the Scrabble Association
of Goa.
1. Nakul Prabhu, Mumbai (previous winner
in 2007)
2. Akshay Bhandarkar, Mumbai
3. Ranganathan, Chennai
4. Martin De Mello, Bangaluru
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Bayer National Scrabble Championships,
Mumbai
The youngest participant was thirteen
years old and oldest seventy. There were
24 rounds in all with the first half being
in Australian Draw format and the second
half in the King of the Hill format.
1. Sherwin Rodrigues, Mumbai (for the
fourth consecutive year)
2. Udayan Grover, Pune
3. Martine DeMello, Bengaluru

Malta
Two recent tournaments ended with a decidedly female touch as the Malta champion
Theresa Brousson and the Scottish master
Helen Gipson claimed victory in the 3rd
European Open and 4th Malta Open
respectively. At the end of the tournaments,
both players stressed that these victories
showed that women can succeed in events
traditionally dominated by males.
Third European Open
1. Theresa Brousson, Malta
2. Chinedu Okwelogu, Nigeria
3. Mikki Nicholson, England
Fourth Malta Open
1. Helen Gipson, Scotland
2. Evan Cohen, Israel
3. Mikki Nicholson. England

Pakistan
27th Pakistan Scrabble Championship
(20 players)
1. Rashid Khan (for the fifth time)
2. Rodney Judd
3. Yasir Jamshed
Ishtiaq Chishti, the oldest Scrabble
player in the world — fondly called ‘Baba
Scrabble’ (the father of Scrabble) — died
recently. He had been playing Scrabble for
46 years.
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Chishti, 77, became the oldest player in
the World Scrabble Championship in 2003
when he played at the age of 69 years and
came 44th out of 150 players. Before him,
the previous record holder for the oldest
Scrabble competitor was Bil Rose, who died
in 2003 at 98.
Chishti was born in India, migrated to
Pakistan, then moved to Saudi Arabia
to pursue his career. There, his love for
Scrabble grew when he started playing the
game in 1960 after a friend gave him the
board game as a present. In Saudi Arabia,
he became the founding member of the
Dhahran Scrabble Club, the oldest club in
the world today. He played in tournaments
across the world, including Sri Lanka,
Australia, Malaysia, England, Canada, the
United States, Bahrain, Qatar and Dubai,
winning over 300 Scrabble trophies. But
a hand-written letter from Alfred Mosher
Butts, the inventor of Scrabble expressing
appreciation for Chishti’s efforts and
contribution to Scrabble, was his proudest..
He resettled in Pakistan after retiring in
2005 and since then, he had been working
to promote Scrabble to youngsters.

Philippines
Philippines Open Tournament
1. Cheah Siu Hean, Singapore
2. Teodoro Martus
3. Jullence Labalan

Scotland
The New Scotsman has reported that
Scotland’s Scrabble clubs are in rapid
decline, with several closing their doors.
Clubs in Perth, Crieff and Dundee have
all closed recently, while the Aberdeen
Scrabble club now has only three members.
Numbers in the Edinburgh Scrabble club
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have halved in the past 20 years, from 30
to 12, while the Inverness Scrabble Club
has now only eight members. The falling
numbers have been attributed to a lack
of young people joining the game, despite
more than half of all British homes owning a
Scrabble board.
Despite the decline, however, the game
has experienced a recent resurgence in
popularity on the internet, where it is played
on social networking sites such as Facebook.
Ross Mackenzie, a member of the
Glasgow Scrabble Club and chairman of the
Association of British Scrabble Players, said:
“The Facebook generation plays Scrabble
on their lunch break but they don’t join
clubs. The inevitability is that while there will
always be Scrabble clubs, in the future there
will be fewer of them and they’ll be more
centralised.”
Philip Nelkon of Mattel, which makes
Scrabble, said: “Sales of Scrabble are still
holding up extremely well, but in terms of
people playing the game it’s so much easier
now to play on Facebook or on the iPhone.
There are a million people worldwide playing
on Facebook and a similar number playing
on iPhone or iPad.”

Singapore
Singapore Championships
1. Tony Sim
2. Ricky Purnomo
3. Shim Yen Nee

Uganda
ECASA Championships (East, Central and
Southern Africa)
This three-day tournament was held in
Kenya in May.
1. Manase Otieno, Kenya (18/20 wins)
2. Gitinga Nderitu, Kenya
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...Overseas news continued
3. Richard Geria, Uganda
4. Edwin Mugisha, Uganda

USA
Public outcry has forced New York
health officials to back off a proposal to
limit kids’ games for “safety” concerns.
Among the intended games to be
legislated were Wiffle ball, tag, dodgeball,
and kickball. Note: thankfully there was
no mention of Scrabble, which everyone
knows may lead to carpal tunnel. A list
of games that pose a “significant risk
of injury” was distributed by the health
department to towns, villages, and camp
operators recently. People faced with the
mind-boggling proposal rose in a public
outcry loud enough to cause the state to
back off and pull the new regulations.
Edward de Guzman scored 771 points in
a game at a tournament in Reno, breaking
the 17-year-old record.

Sniglets

Rosemary Cleary
SNIGLET
A word coined for something that does
not have a name, or that should be in the
dictionary but isn’t. [SNIGLET is a legit
word, but the sniglets themselves, below,
aren’t.]
Foodwinking
The practice of giving exotic names to
otherwise mundane products, eg “Salsa
Rio flavoured Corn Chips”

specific country is going to be.

Gapiana
The little strip of land between the “You
are now leaving” and “You are now
entering” signs when you cross from one
state or country into another.
Hawaska
In an atlas, the rectangular box which
contains Hawaii and Alaska and is located
just off the coast of Arizona.
Aeroma
The odour emanating from an exercise
room after an aerobics workout.
Aqualibrium
The point where the stream of drinking
fountain water is at its perfect height, thus
relieving the drinker from (a) having to
suck the nozzle, or (b) squirting himself in
the eye.
Chingrip
The area where the chin meets the neck,
used for holding the pillow when slipping
on a pillowcase.
Choconiverous
The tendency when eating a chocolate
Easter Bunny or Santa to bite off the head
first.
Coeggulant
The white things in a plate of scrambled
eggs.
Elbonics
The action of two people manoeuvring for
one armrest in a movie theatre.

Snackmosphere
The 95% air inside bags of potato chips.

Expressholes
People who try to sneak more than the
“eight items or less” into the express
checkout line.

Continentertinter
The person in a mapmaking company
whose job is to decide what colour a

Flopcorn
The unpopped kernels at the bottom of the
carton.
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Out of the mouths of babes

Why are most Scrabble
champions male?

A school teacher had 26 six-year-old
James Downie, Reporter-Researcher
children in her class. She presented each
child in her classroom the first half of a
well-known proverb and asked them to come Given the enduring popularity and
up with the remainder of the proverb. Here
widespread availability of Scrabble and
are some of the gems they produced:
similar word game knock offs, why are
Scrabble champions typically male, when
women normally do better on tests of
verbal memory?
In 2007, Jonathan Wai and Diane
Halpern pitted expert Scrabble players
against “high-achieving college students
on a battery of cognitive tests”, and found
that the best Scrabble players relied not
on verbal abilities, but on spatial abilities,
where men tend to score better. Not only
Don’t change horses ... until they stop
did Scrabble experts score better than the
running.
students on several visuospatial* tests, but
Strike while the ... bug is close.
a memory test “showed that better players,
It’s always darkest before ... Daylight
as identified by their official Scrabble
Saving Time
rating, performed better on memory for
Don’t bite the hand that ... looks dirty.
Scrabble boards than players with lower
ratings both when the spatial rules of the
You can’t teach an old dog new ... maths.
game were violated and when the rules of
If you lie down with dogs, you’ll ... stink in
Scrabble were violated with too many blank
the morning.
tiles, but not when the violation was a misThe pen is mightier than the ... pigs.
spelled word or the board was legitimate”.
An idle mind is ... the best way to relax.
Wai and Halpern write that, “as experWhere there’s smoke there’s ... pollution.
tise develops, players should become more
Happy the bride who ... gets all the presents.
reliant on the visuospatial* nature of the
A penny saved is  ... not much.
game than its verbal components because
Laugh and the whole world laughs with you,
the meaning of words is not relevant for
cry and ... you have to blow your nose.
successful play”.
There are none so blind as ... Stevie Wonder.
If you want a tough “Words with Friends”
If at first you don’t succeed ... get new
opponent, then, challenge an architect.
batteries.
- From tnr.com
You get out of something only what you ...  
see in the picture on the box.
A bird in the hand ... is going to poop on you.
Better late than ... pregnant.
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Supermarket
Scrabble
[Warning: sensitive readers might find this
article and its photographs offensive.]
At the moment, New Zealand seems to be
in the midst of a craze called Planking.
However, on the other side of the
world, in the UK, they are gripped by
another, perhaps less dangerous craze,
Supermarket Scrabble.
This is how it’s “played”.
You re-arrange products on supermarket
shelves to spell out rude words. Then
you take a pic with your state-of-the-art
electronic gadget, and post it on a social
network site.
The game has become a hit on the social
networking site, Facebook, with users
competing to see who can create the most
offensive words, such as BALLS, BINT.
SLAPPER, COCK, TITS and BOOBS.
Spice jars seem to be the easiest
products to work with - especially the
brand that uses a big capital letter to
identify the spice it contains. (It’s interesting that one player reported he’d as yet
been unable to find an F, so he was limited
with the offensive words he could play.)
Players say it makes trips to the shops
more fun. Even newspaper reporters seems
to be enjoying the game — it brings out
their punning streak, with headlines such
as: “What a curry-on”, “I can’t bay-leaf it”,
“Naughty, but spice”, “Supermarket spice
game peppering shelves with rude words”.
However, it’s a shelf stacker’s worst
nightmare. The game drives store staff
mad as they have to hurriedly re-arrange
40

the products to remove the rude words.
The hit game was supposedly created by
Andy Wright from Jarrow in Tyne & Wear,
who says he was shopping for spices when
he accidentally created the word COCK and
was tickled by it (so to speak), so snapped a
photo and posted it on Facebook.
Since that fateful incident, the popularity of Supermarket Scrabble has boomed
and other people all around the world have
started playing the game and posting their
own images. Other players have moved
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Closer to Home

beyond the spices aisle and switched
round birthday cards and other items with
large letters on the front (see the last XX
pictures).
“Supermarket shopping can be so
boring, I thought they could do with some
lightening up,” 38-year-old Wright told
reporters.
He says he’s not yet been caught
creating the profanities by supermarket
staff, but his mum did once see him taking
a photo of something he’d re-arranged
to spell SEX POT BUM and wasn’t too
impressed.
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We asked the editor if she thought
Supermarket Scrabble would catch
on in New Zealand.
“I don’t think so,” she said. She
said she had made a recce to her
local supermarket, but was unable to
find any products whose packaging
would lend itself to spelling words.
“We have very boring spice labelling
in New Zealand!” she declared.
Not thorough enough research,
we reckoned. So we sent her off to
investigate Warehouse Stationery
— no luck; and Bunnings — success at
last!! There, in the letterbox department, she was able to capture the
essential spirit of the game.
We post her efforts here (on a
Forwords page, rather than on a
Facebook page).
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Solutions
Shorthand words
Editor’s challenge from last issue
Small typo in the original article —
I meant to challenge you to provide words
of THREE syllables or more, not of two or
more. Yes, it was a bit boring compiling the
two-syllabled words, sorry.
Some of my best words, which no-one
else found, were:
ODS
odious
MBC
embassy (just!)
RK(E)N
archaean
RKEI
archaei
RKDN
arcadian
XPDS
expedious
Prize for the longest list and longest
word goes to (no surprise!) — Lyn Toka, of
the Kiwi Club.
These are Lyn’s best efforts from her list
of more than 50:
FMNAC
effeminacy
XLNC
excellency
LUVL
alluvial
XPDNC
expediency
I had found all of those except the clever
LUVL.
However, Lyn also found the brilliant
cecutiency (CQTNC), partial blindness, or
a tendency to blindness. This was the only
longish “shorthand word” that could be
pronounced with the letter Q in it, so it’s an
automatic winner for the “best word” prize.
Congratulations, Lyn.

TROCADERO to hear the orchestra, not to
the decorator!”

Looking for a bonus (from page 5)
She had BONUSES!!

Solution to Petals Around the Rose
(from Forwords No 101)
Readers have pleaded to be told the
solution to the brain teaser, “Petals Around
the Rose”, published in the Christmas
edition of Forwords:
The clue, as given, was in the title.
“The rose” is the dot in the centre of
a dice (or die). Only the 1, 3, and 5 have a
“rose”. The “petals” are any dots around
the centre dot. The 1 dice has no “petals”,
the 3 has two, the five has four; and, of
course, the 2, 4 and 6 dice do not count
since they don’t have a “rose” to have
petals around.
So the answer to roll #6 is 4.

New prize
This year’s Nationals introduced a new
award.
The Jandal Award is awarded to the
person who plays the highest scoring dud
that stays on the board. This year this
inaugural prize went to Su Walker for her
brazen “BRAIZING” for 127 points.

Correction to Anagrams
Challenge solution
As Leila Thomson (Lower Hutt) points
out with regard to the old anagram story:
“I think Archibald’s letter to CATHERINA
mentioned that he was going to the
42
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TOURNAMENT CALENDAR (FOR THE REST OF 2011)
Tournament
Whangarei
Hamilton
Tauranga
Canterbury Open
Mt Albert
World Scrabble Championship*
Norfolk Island Scrabble Festival
Wanganui
Otago Lion Open
Causeway Challenge*
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Place
Whangarei
Hamilton
Tauranga
Christchurch
Auckland
Warsaw, Poland
Norfolk Island
Wanganui
Dunedin
Johor Bahru, Malaysia

*entry restricted to qualifiers
Dates
9-10 July
6-7 August
27-28 August
10-11 September
1-2 October
12-16 October
15-22 October
22-23 October
12-13 November
30 Nov - 4 Dec
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Rankings
NZASP Rankings
as at 5 June 2011
Rank Name

Rating Wins Games

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

2050 1460
1939
676
1937
107
1930
441
1919
263
1909 1470
1897
559.5
1867
826.5
1863 1297.5
1851
876
1835
815
1829
140
1820
515
1819
395
1817
716
1812 1289
1794
869.5
1793
623
1788
874
1777
387.5
1772
840.5
1705 880
1705 388.5
1703
551
1699 660
1695
135
1688 583.5
1686 649
1679
732.5
1674
462
1667 1333
1658 840.5
1648
272
1646
781.5
1637
30
1635
734
1630 268
1628
798
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Howard Warner
Patrick Carter
Kristian Saether
Blue Thorogood
Joanne Craig
Jeff Grant
Peter Sinton
Lynne Butler
Glennis Hale
Mike Sigley
Steven Brown
Nick Cavenagh
Debbie Raphael
Rogelio Talosig
Andrew Bradley
John Foster
Glenda Foster
Rosemary Cleary
Chris Hooks
Lawson Sue
Liz Fagerlund
Val Mills
Anderina McLean
Murray Rogers
Helen Sillis
John Baird
Glenyss Buchanan
Denise Gordon
Paul Lister
Olivia Godfrey
Lynn Wood
Lynne Powell
Amelia Carrington
Joan Thomas
Tim Anglin
Peter Jones
Marianne Bentley
Jennifer Smith

1990
1075
168
645
397
1935
774
1342
2325
1249
1497
238
838
665
1377
2265
1722
1340
1797
754
1629
1879
704
1058
1308
229
1237
1342
1299
824
2806
1673
490
1558
55
1512
604
1626

%
73%
63%
64%
68%
66%
76%
72%
62%
56%
70%
54%
59%
61%
59%
52%
57%
50%
46%
49%
51%
52%
47%
55%
52%
50%
59%
47%
48%
56%
56%
48%
50%
56%
50%
55%
49%
44%
49%

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Shirley van Essen
Janice Cherry
Allie Quinn
Frank Robinson
Margie Hurly
Selena Chan
Pam Robson
Cicely Bruce
Lorraine Van Veen
Yvette Hewlett
Karyn McDougall
David Gunn
Ian Patterson
Leila Thomson
Scott Thiemann
Katy Yiakmis
Anna Hough
Clare Wall
Vicky Robertson
Scott Chaput
June Mackwell
Herb Ramsay
Jean O’Brien
Shirley Hol
Rosalind Phillips
Irene Smith
Maureen Holliday
Faye Cronhelm
Hazel Purdie
Ella Rushton
Shirley Martin
Peter Johnstone
Mary Gray
Karen Gray
Yoon Kim Fong
Kaite Hansen
Roger Coates
Lyn Toka
Allison Torrance
Lynn Carter
Ray Goodyear
Pam Barlow
Pat Bryan
Lyn Dawson

1626
1622
1603
1589
1582
1570
1567
1561
1543
1540
1535
1526
1525
1519
1514
1503
1494
1494
1489
1476
1461
1457
1451
1442
1434
1415
1411
1388
1382
1377
1375
1375
1366
1363
1358
1347
1337
1327
1321
1315
1315
1302
1287
1286

345.5
344
892.5
173.5
275
228
487.5
170.5
731.5
387.5
611
1071
196
484.5
34
77
478
218
170
125.5
660.5
105
889.5
520.5
406.5
105
585
703
822
180
685
80
353.5
193
447
261
585.5
446
297.5
459.5
195
530
151
346

668
657
1842
333
520
423
1063
266
1429
812
1164
2155
370
1088
73
169
984
415
333
207
1490
157
1739
1153
765
210
1142
1414
1683
316
1313
145
687
353
855
469
1252
853
565
872
393
1054
262
636

52%
52%
48%
52%
53%
54%
46%
64%
51%
48%
52%
50%
53%
45%
47%
46%
49%
53%
51%
61%
44%
67%
51%
45%
53%
50%
51%
50%
49%
57%
52%
55%
51%
55%
52%
56%
47%
52%
53%
53%
50%
50%
58%
54%
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83 Glenda Geard
84 Ernie Gidman
85 Su Walker
86 Rhoda Cashman
87 Ruth Groffman
88 Dianne Cole-Baker
89 Karen Rodgers
90 Margaret Cherry
91 Betty Eriksen
92 Marian Ross
93 Roto Mitchell
94 Delcie Macbeth
95 Shirley Wyatt
96 Roger Cole-Baker
97 Colleen Cook
98 Jena Yousif
99 Steve Richards
100 Andree Prentice
101 Elaine Moltzen
102 Carolyn Kyle
103 Bev Edwards
104 Malcolm Graham
105 Gabrielle Bolt
106 Jean Boyle
107 Heather Landon
108 Catherine Henry
109 Carole Coates
110 Suzanne Harding
111 Judith Thomas
112 Sheila Reed
113 Sandra Stacey
114 Pam Muirhead
115 Mary Curtis
116 Liz Richards
117 Tony Charlton
118 Nola Borrell
119 Ann Candler
120 Jo Ann Ingram
121 Annette Coombes
122 Veronica Zilinskas
123 Athena Mafile’o
124 Barbara Dunn
125 Yvonne McLaughlan
126 Shirley Morrison
127 Chris Handley
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1265
1263
1257
1254
1253
1239
1234
1213
1210
1133
1131
1127
1113
1112
1102
1092
1087
1060
1055
1053
1050
1049
1047
1040
1010
1007
1003
987
983
976
966
963
960
959
957
947
940
935
926
909
907
895
876
868
859

861
335
781.5
744.5
376.5
294
99
422
1024
454
568
678
430.5
315
234
306.5
207
811
509
557.5
140
289
311.5
392.5
276
353.5
514.5
176.5
141.5
164.5
136
74.5
124
207.5
152.5
197.5
636.5
156
548
172.5
25
177.5
405.5
95.5
327

1757
666
1533
1533
776
549
256
852
2017
901
1119
1307
918
601
482
608
430
1592
1016
1106
246
584
601
744
537
666
1050
340
264
333
265
129
243
428
320
354
1359
322
1233
318
41
314
868
211
621

49%
50%
51%
49%
49%
54%
39%
50%
51%
50%
51%
52%
47%
52%
49%
50%
48%
51%
50%
50%
57%
49%
52%
53%
51%
53%
49%
52%
54%
49%
51%
58%
51%
48%
48%
56%
47%
48%
44%
54%
61%
57%
47%
45%
53%

128 Michael Groffman
129 Valma Gidman
130 Judy Driscoll
131 Joan Pratt
132 Karen Miller
133 Richard Cornelius
134 Alex Leckie-Zaharic
135 Rosemary Wauters
136 Noelene Bettjeman
137 Alison Holmes
138 Leighton Gelling
139 Tim Henneveld
140 Thelma Chisholm
141 Anne Scatchard
142 Kathleen Mori-Barker
143 Fran Lowe
144 Ruth Godwin
145 Maria Clinton
146 Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell
147 Janny Henneveld
148 Anthea Jones
149 Philippa Medlock
150 Pat Wood
151 Marc Van Hoecke
152 Kaye Hubner
153 Madeleine Green
154 Anne-Louise Milne
155 Joan Beale
156 Julia Schiller
157 Pauline Smeaton
158 Betty Don
159 Jean Craib
160 Antonia Aarts
161 Jean Wacker
162 Frances Higham
163 Christina Linwood
164 Stephanie Pluck
165 Lynn Thompson
166 Penny Irvine
167 Sue Mayn
168 Di Barritt
169 Amy Tiopira
170 Trish Fox
171 Jeannie Lambert

832
831
829
827
816
805
797
788
770
753
733
727
720
713
701
699
680
663

201.5
604.5
57
597
419.5
46.5
27
116.5
193
152
29
250.5
249.5
164
300.5
39.5
116
185

434
1197
175
1166
854
86
42
227
423
284
70
582
529
311
612
86
310
383

46%
51%
33%
51%
49%
54%
64%
51%
46%
54%
41%
43%
47%
53%
49%
46%
37%
48%

660
658
630
621
618
616
589
585
582
544
538
530
522
522
495
491
470
462
436
411
323
298
277
266
235
106

491
275.5
151.5
47.5
83
95
32
33.5
71
54
22
292.5
4
326
55
218
22
84.5
32
134
82.5
134
55.5
7.5
20

1037
578
307
92
152
182
74
73
280
107
74
559
43
698
141
436
84
183
85
321
206
347
167
44
121

47%
48%
49%
52%
55%
52%
43%
46%
25%
50%
30%
52%
9%
47%
39%
50%
26%
46%
38%
42%
40%
39%
33%
17%
17%

12

92 13%
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Tournament
Results

5
6

Anne-Louise Milne
Stephanie Pluck

DUN
DUN

4
1

-1055 309
-2021 279

Dunedin Lion Open
2 - 3 April 2011
GRADE A
1 Karyn McDougall
2 Kaite Hansen
3 Ian Patterson
4 Ella Rushton
5 Scott Chaput
6 Lyn Dawson

Karyn McDougall
1st in A Grade

Kaite Hansen
2nd in A Grade

GRADE B
1 Karen Gray
2 Betty Eriksen
3 Carolyn Kyle
4 Marian Ross
5 Roto Mitchell
6 Malcolm Graham

Karen Gray
1st in B Grade

CLUB
DUN
WAN
DUN
DUN
WAN
CHC

Betty Eriksen
2nd in B Grade

GRADE C
1 Nola Borrell
2 Yvonne McLaughlan
3 Michael Groffman
4 Chris Handley
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CLUB
DUN
CHC
DUN
DUN
DUN
CHC

CLUB
WEL
CHC
DUN
DUN

WINS SPREAD AVE
11
265 389
9
120 389
9
-125 393
6
203 391
6
-191 394
4
-272 380

Ian Patterson
3rd in A Grade

WINS SPREAD AVE
10
243 396
8
246 376
7
149 371
7
-5 381
7
-350 367
6
-283 352

Carolyn Kyle
3rd in B Grade

WINS SPREAD AVE
11
1091 394
11
1037 399
9
508 378
9
440 382

Nola Borrell
1st in C Grade

Yvonne McLaughlan Michael Groffman
2nd in C Grade 3rd in C Grade

GRADE D
1 Alex Leckie-Zaharic
2 Penny Irvine
3 Naveen Sivasankar
4 Vicky Clark

CLUB
DUN
DUN
DUN
DUN

Alex Leckie-Zaharic Penny Irvine
1st in D Grade
2nd in D Grade

WINS SPREAD AVE
12
900 377
9
-9 335
5
-288 322
4
-603 320

Naveen Sivasankar
3rd in D Grade

Kapiti Tournament
2 - 3 April 2011
GRADE A
1 Rosemary Cleary
2 Glenyss Buchanan
3 Yvette Hewlett
4 Leila Thomson
5 Lynn Wood
6 Olivia Godfrey
7 Vicky Robertson
8 Glenda Foster

Rosemary Cleary
1st in A Grade

CLUB WINS
WAN 11
LOH 8
IND 8
LOH 8
WEL 8
WEL 5
WEL 4
WEL 4

SPRD AVE
679
411
451 412
-108 379
-157 388
-213 376
-127 394
-221 390
-304 384

Glenyss Buchanan Yvette Hewlett
2nd in A Grade 3rd in A Grade
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GRADE B
1 Andree Prentice
2 Fran Lowe
3 Jean Boyle
4 Sandra Stacey
5 Agnes Rowland
6 Judith Thomas
7 Thelma Chisholm
8 Alison Vautier
9 Judy Driscoll
10 Pam Sinclair

CLUB WINS
WAN 11
HAS 9
WAN 9
WEL 9
KAP 9
IND 8
WEL 8
KAP 3
KAP 2
KAP 2

SPRD AVE
566 388
653 380
323 374
122 373
33 365
246 372
141 366
-668 317
-673 325
-743
311

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Glenda Foster
Rosemary Cleary
Anderina McLean
Steven Brown
Murray Rogers
Lynne Powell
Katy Yiakmis
Jennifer Smith
Val Mills
Lynn Wood
Amelia Carrington
Shirley Hol

WEL
WAN
MTA
KAP
NEL
HSC
MTA
HAM
PAK
WEL
ROT
CHC

11
10
10
9.5
9.5
9
9
9
7
7
7
5

-185
-227
-243
-197
-781
-599
-672
-1136
-520
-1007
-1179
-1074

389
376
383
395
379
388
391
378
379
363
381
370

South Island Champs
7 - 8 May 2011
Andree Prentice
1st in B Grade

Fran Lowe
2nd in B Grade

GRADE A
1 Murray Rogers
2 Nick Cavenagh
3 John Baird
4 Shirley Van Essen
5 Selena Chan
6 Anna Hough
7 Karyn McDougall
8 Shirley Hol

Jean Boyle
3rd in B Grade

New Zealand Masters
23 - 25 April 2011

Howard Warner
1st Place

Blue Thorogood
2nd Place

PLACE PLAYER
1 Howard Warner
2 Blue Thorogood
3 Lynne Butler
4 Peter Sinton
5 Joanne Craig
6 Liz Fagerlund
7 Debbie Raphael
8 John Foster
9 Rogelio Talosig
10 Chris Hooks
11 Glennis Hale
12 Lawson Sue
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CLUB
MTA
CHC
NPL
DUN
CHC
MTA
IND
IND
IND
MTA
IND
PAK

CLUB
NEL
HAM
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC
DUN
CHC

WINS SPRD AVE
10.5
562 390
10
659 403
9
302 404
7.5
-163 393
7
-126 376
5
-305 383
5
-491 380
2
-438 368

Lynne Butler
3rd Place

WINS SPREAD
20
2428
18
1803
15.5
488
15
897
15
636
14
527
13.5
687
13
297
13
17
13
-329
12
387
11
-18

AVE
467
446
415
426
432
400
429
409
405
402
413
402

Murray Rogers
1st in A Grade

Nick Cavenagh
2nd in A Grade

GRADE B
1 David Gunn
2 Karen Gray
3 Karen Rodgers
4 Ruth Groffman
5 Lyn Dawson
6 Ray Goodyear
7 Kaite Hansen
8 Peter Johnstone

CLUB
WKP
DUN
IND
DUN
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC

John Baird
3rd in A Grade

WINS SPRD AVE
9
316 415
9
144 389
8
168 386
8
162 385
6
-23 364
6
-29 374
5.5
82 383
4.5
-820 348
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New Zealand National Champs
4 - 5 June 2011

David Gunn
1st in B Grade

Karen Gray
2nd in B Grade

GRADE C
1 Colleen Cook
2 Betty Eriksen
3 Malcolm Graham
4 Connie Flores
5 Gabrielle Bolt
6 Yvonne McLaughlan
7 Veronica Zilinskas
8 Alison Holmes

Colleen Cook
1st in C Grade

Betty Eriksen
2nd in C Grade

GRADE D
1 Scott Chisholm
2 Annette Coombes
3 Kathleen Mori-Barker
4 Judith Bach
5 Betty Sutherland
6 Di Barritt
7 Trish Fox
8 Hanna Dodge

Scott Chisholm
1st in D Grade
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CLUB
CHC
WAN
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC

CLUB
CHC
WKP
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC
CHC

Karen Rodgers
3rd in B Grade

WINS SPRD AVE
9.5
289 389
9
501 388
8
393 387
8
265 379
7.5
247 388
6
-134 361
5
-414 350
3
-1147 313

GRADE A
1
Howard Warner
2 Glennis Hale
3 Blue Thorogood
4 Joanne Craig
5 Peter Sinton
6 Steven Brown
7 Lynne Butler
8 Nick Cavenagh
9 Mike Sigley
10 Glenda Foster
11 Rosemary Cleary
12 Andrew Bradley
13 Liz Fagerlund
14 Val Mills
15 Murray Rogers
16 Denise Gordon

CLUB
MTA
IND
IND
CHC
DUN
KAP
NPL
HAM
WAN
WEL
WAN
MTA
MTA
PAK
IND
WAN

WINS SPRD
12
880
10
267
9
614
9
535
9
371
9
364
8
274
8
169
8
65
8
-81
8
-165
5
-401
5
-528
5
-772
4
-650
3
-942

AVE
437
410
425
431
415
430
411
402
421
404
386
397
380
362
374
377

Malcolm Graham
3rd in C Grade

WINS
14
9
9
8
5
4
4
3

SPRD
2398
778
656
-187
-622
-818
-1216
-989

AVE
456
380
380
342
315
288
286
288

Annette Coombes Kathleen Mori-Barker
2nd in D Grade 3rd in D Grade

A grade winners with Val Mills (President) and Ruth Groffman
(Vice-president): From left: Val. Ruth, Howard Warner 1st,
Peter Sinton, highest game, Glennis Hale 2nd, Blue Thorogood
3rd and Steven Brown, most bonus words.

GRADE B
1
Olivia Godfrey
2 Helen Sillis
3 Lynn Wood
4 Glenyss Buchanan
5 Anderina McLean
6 Joan Thomas
7 Jennifer Smith
8 Shirley van Essen

CLUB
WEL
NPL
WEL
LOH
MTA
HAS
HAM
CHC

WINS SPRD AVE
11
1179 441
11
783 403
10
584 400
10
535 416
10
410 401
10
106 395
8
-116 374
7
-161 384
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

David Gunn
Clare Wall
Frank Robinson
Yvette Hewlett
Vicky Robertson
Anna Hough
Leila Thomson
Katy Yiakmis

WKP
WEL
WEL
IND
WEL
CHC
LOH
MTA

7
6
6
6
5
5
5
3

-465
-71
-246
-570
-401
-487
-529
-551

377
374
373
382
371
372
371
367
C grade winners with Val Mills (President) and Ruth Groffman
(Vice-president): From left: Val, Ruth, Scott Chaput 1st,
Rosalind Phillips 3rd, Peter Johnstone, highest game.
Absent: Shirley Hol, most bonus words. Absent: Mary Gary 2nd.

B grade winners with Val Mills (President) and Ruth Groffman
(Vice-president): From left: Val, Ruth, Glenyss Buchanan,
highest game, David Gunn, most bonus words, Lynn Wood 3rd,
Helen Sillis 2nd. Absent: Olivia Godfrey 1st.

GRADE C
1
Scott Chaput
2 Mary Gray
3 Rosalind Phillips
4 Shirley Hol
5 Peter Johnstone
6 Hazel Purdie
7 Kaite Hansen
8 Shirley Martin
9 Lyn Toka
10 Pam Barlow
11 Su Walker
12 Lynn Carter
13 Ruth Groffman
14 Karen Rodgers
15 Teresa Ferrari
16 Geoff Vautier

CLUB
DUN
MTA
PAK
CHC
CHC
MTA
CHC
HAM
KIW
PAK
MTA
IND
DUN
IND
LOH
WEL

WINS SPRD AVE
11.5
572 419
10
617 410
10
333 380
10
323 412
9
870 412
9
221 400
8
405 413
8
14 392
7.5
57 383
7
-306 367
6
-211 381
6
-292 380
5
-403 358
5
-741 356
4
-345 359
4
-1114 345

GRADE D
1
Betty Eriksen
2 Marian Ross
3 Roto Mitchell

CLUB
WAN
DUN
WAN

WINS SPRD AVE
12
503 376
10
343 387
10
67 369
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Carolyn Kyle
Andree Prentice
Gabrielle Bolt
Jean Boyle
Malcolm Graham
Elaine Moltzen
Catherine Henry
Heather Landon
Sandra Stacey
Mary Curtis
Tony Charlton
Agnes Rowland
Yvonne McLaughlan

DUN
WAN
CHC
WAN
CHC
KIW
TGA
TGA
WEL
MTA
NEL
KAP
CHC

8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
4
4

375
270
128
118
71
-130
-83
-167
-203
-307
-481
-210
-294

391
366
367
375
390
351
377
354
357
375
331
357
361

D grade winners with Val Mills (President) and Ruth
Groffman (Vice-president): From left: Val, Ruth, Malcolm
Graham, most bonus words, Elaine Moltzen, highest game,
Roto Mitchell 3rd, Marion Ross 2nd, Betty Eriksen 1st.

GRADE E
1
Sheila Reed
2 Judith Thomas
3 Nola Borrell
4 Annette Coombes

CLUB
WEL
IND
WEL
WKP

WINS SPRD AVE
12
1069 396
12
894 387
11
822 397
11
518 380
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Judy Driscoll
Alex Leckie-Zaharic
Karen Miller
Alison Holmes
Tim Henneveld
Thelma Chisholm
Ruth Godwin
Janny Henneveld
Fran Lowe
J Coldham-Fussell
Maria Clinton
Betty Don

KAP
DUN
IND
CHC
ROT
WEL
ROT
ROT
HAS
KIW
NEL
NEL

9
8
8
7
6.5
6
6
5.5
5
5
5
3

-248
182
164
-39
-401
-321
-458
-82
-83
-395
-426
-1196

346
366
370
362
339
348
335
332
356
339
340
316

E grade winners with Val Mills (President) and Ruth Groffman
(Vice-president): From left: Val, Ruth, Annette Coombes, most
bonus words, Alex Leckie-Zaharic, highest game. Absent:
Sheila Reed 1st, Judith Thomas 2nd, Nola Borrell 3rd.

Missing persons
Disappointed to see
your anonymous
profile in the photos
of the prize-winners?
Sorry, we don’t have photos of all our
members — especially members from
the South Island.
Please help us complete our
files. If you have a head photo of
yourself, please send it to Vicky. Or
perhaps there’s a keen South Island
photographer who could photograph
individuals during the next tournament
in the South Island? Send your photos
through to vickyrobnz@gmail.com.
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The last word
RACK or WRACK
I once had someone tell me I had not
used the correct word in the phrase
“racking my brains”, so I was forced to
produce my “bible” on English usage, The
Good English Guide by Godfrey Howard,
as my defence. Here is his interesting
judgment:
A rack was an instrument of torture on
which a victim’s limbs were progressively
stretched (we still say someone is ‘on
the rack’ when they are suffering great
pain.) The extended use is the verb RACK,
meaning to put under strain, as in nerveracking or to rack one’s brains.
Centuries ago, the W crept into the verb
as an error, perhaps because WRACK was
an alternative to WRECK; it survives in the
phrase ‘wrack and ruin’ which, to confuse
matters more, is shown by some dictionaries as ‘rack and ruin’.
Although WRACK remains included in
most dictionaries as a variant of the verb
rack, it is best forgotten and sooner or
later will become obsolete.
Godfrey Howard
The Good English Guide

How shall I torture you today?
Put you on the rack? Boil you in oil?
Remove the blanks from your Scrabble set?
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NZ Scrabble Records
Record

Tournament

Club Level

Score

Player (Club)

Score

Player (Club)

Highest Game Score

717

Mike Sigley (WAN)

763

John Foster (MTA)

Highest Losing Score

514

Pam Barlow (PAK)

521

June MAckwell (MTA)

Highest Drawn Score

487

Lynne Wood (WEL)
& Debbie Caldwell (NEL)

482

Magaret Warren (HAS)
Jeff Grant (HAS)

Highest Single Score

221

Sheryl Davidson (PAK)
Lisa McLean (IND)
Jeff Grant (IND)

347

Neil Talbot (WEL)

Highest Single Turn
Non-bonus

135

Ruth O’Neil (NPL)

261

John Foster (MTA)

Highest Combined Score

1078

Howard Warner (CAP)
David Lloyd (MTA)

1106

Dawn Kitzen (PHC) &
Chris Hooks (MTA)

Largest Winning Margin

493

Mike Sigley (WAN)

590

Paul Lister (CHC)

Highest Take-off

54

Lisa McLean (IND)

68

Andrew Bradley (MTA)

14

Jeff Grant (IND)

Most Bonus Words
(3 game session)
Highest 3 Game Aggregate

-

-

1805

Nigel Richards (CHC)

Most Consecutive
Bonus Words

5

Allie Quinn (NSB)

5

John Foster (MTA)
Patrick Carter (MTA)
Paul Lister (CHC)

Most Bonus Words in
Game (1 person)

6

Nigel Richards (CHC)
Yvette Hewlett (IND)
Paul Lister (CHC)

7

Jeff Grant (IND)

Most Bonus Words in
Game (1 person)

8

Mike Sigley (WAN) &
Glenyss Buchanan (LOH)
Nigel Richards (CHC) &
John Foster (IND)

8

Dawn Kitzen (PHC)
Chis Hooks (MTA)

Highest Average Single
Tournament (any grade)

584

Nigel Richards (CHC)

-

-

NEW ZEALAND MASTERS (23 GAMES)

NEW!

Most Games Won

Jeff Grant (HAS) 21 (1993, 1997), Mike Sigley (WAN) 21 (2002)

Highest Aggregate

Nigel Richards (CHC) 11,103 (1999)

Most Bonus Words

Nigel Richards (CHC) 61 (1998)

Highest Spread

Howard Warner (MTA) +2428 (2011)
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Contact Information
Clubs (north to south)

Contact Person

Phone

Email

Meeting day/time

PLEASE CONTACT THE CONTACT PERSON TO FIND OUT THE MEETING VENUE

Whangarei (WRE)

Bev Edwards

09 430 2832 bevhola@xtra.co.nz

Thurs 1pm

Rodney (ROD)

Linda Moore

09 425 4959 colin.linda@wave.co.nz

Mon 1pm

Hibiscus Coast (HBC)

Joan Pratt

09 426 4521

jopra@xtra.co.nz

Mon 12.45pm

Nth Shore Bays (NSB)

Ann Candler

09 444 8411

anncan@clear.net.nz

Tues 10am

Mt Albert (MTA)

Dianne Cole-Baker 09 309 5865 drcb@xtra.co.nz

Fri 7pm

Pakuranga/Howick (PAK)

Jean Owler

09 534 4435

Tues 12.30
Thurs 7pm

Papatoe/Holy Cross (PHC)

Frances Higham

09 278 4595 jambo@actrix.co.nz

Mon 1pm

Hamilton (HAM)

Jillian Greening

07 843 7652

jillian.greening@yahoo.co.nz

Tues 7pm

Kiwi (KIW)

Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell

07 846 7422

rocar@actrix.co.nz

Thurs 7pm/1pm alt

Waikato Phoenix (WKP)

Annette Coombes 07 855 9970

Tauranga (TGA)

Barbara Dunn

07 544 8372

Rotorua

Ruth Godwin

07 349 6954 rgodwin@xtra.co.nz

Tokoroa (TOK)

Lesley Edgeler

07 886 8374

Waitara (WTA)

Ngaire Kemp

06 754 4017

New Plymouth (NPL)

Lynne Butler

06 755 2134

Pukekura (PUK)

Mary Waite

06 757 8654

Stratford (STR)

Sharon Clarke

06 765 5653 sharontc@xtra.co.nz

Hastings (HAS)

Yvonne Wilson

06 878 8229

Wanganui (WAN)

Rosemary Cleary 06 347 1837

Masterton (MAS)

Hilda Scott

Lower Hutt (LOH)

Glenyss Buchanan 04 569 5433 glenyss.buchanan@xtra.co.nz

Tues 7.30pm

Kapiti (KAP)

Graeme Brown

04 297 0720 geb@xtra.co.nz

Mon 7pm

Wellington (WEL)

Lynn Wood

04 387 2581

Tues 7pm

Nelson (NEL)

Tony Charlton

03 548 0635 tony.charlton@yahoo.co.uk

4th Wed 7pm

Christchurch (CHC)

Margaret Lyall

03 332 5963

noelrealest@hotmail.com

Fri 6.45pm
Wed 12.45pm

Dunedin (DUN)

Chris Handley

03 464 0199

ruthgroffman@hotmail.com

Tues 7pm

Forwords Editor

Jennifer Smith

07 856 5358 jennifersmith@xtra.co.nz

Layout

Vicky Robertson

04 389 4493 vickyrobnz@gmail.com

Distribution

Lynn Wood

04 387 2581
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cliffordo@xtra.co.nz

Alt Weds 7pm
dunnz@kinect.co.nz

Tues 9am

Wed 1pm
scrabblyn@clear.net.nz

Saturday
Thurs 9.45am

wilsonpad@paradise.net.nz

Tues 1pm

rosecleary@hotmail.com

Mon 7pm

06 378 2663

lynnwood@paradise.net.nz

lynn.wood@state.co.nz
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